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Editors' Preface

This volume contains the manuscripts of .the student

research lectures as well. as research contributions by senior

pariticpants in the summer program. The staff guided the

selection of the students i topics with several goals in mind.

One goal was to isolate that part of a problem which might prove

to be tractable in an effort of eight weeks or so. The more impor-

tant goal was to find "open-ended" problems which would continue

to challenge the student after his return to the university.

The degree of direction by the sponsor varied a great

deal. In a few cases, there were frequent conferences and dis-

cussions about fruitful avenues of approach. In other cases,

there was essentially no contact except one of encouragement and

interest. The efforts cover a wide spectrum in originality also.

Some of :the reports represent a more extended study of material

presented in the course of lectures others are original con-

tributions which are being prepared for publication.

Because of time limitations it was not possible for the

notes to be edited and reworked. The reports may contaIn errors

the responsibility for which must rest on the shoulders of the par-

ticipant-author. It must be emphasized that this volume in no way

represents a collection of reports of completed and polished work.

All those who took part in the summer program are grateful

to the National Science Foundation for its encouragement and

financial support of the program.

Mary Thayer

George Veronis
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by

Robert A. Arnoldi



Instabil ity of Geostrophic Shear Flow

to Streamwise Vortex Perturbations

Robert A.Arnoldi

Abstract:

The linearized perturbation equations for geostrophic

flow are examined for perturbations of a roll-vortex nature.

The steady-flow condition necessary to couple the perturbations

into a roll-vortex structure is assumed to be that the prima:iy

flow should be perpendicular to the axis of rotation and that

the shear of the primary;flow should constitute a relative

vorticity vector opposite to the rotation vector. The shear

magnitude must be sufficient to create an absolute vorticity

vector opposed to the rotation. Two such cases are examined

and are found to exhibit roll-vortex structure of a particularly

simple nature.

Introduction:

The occurrence of stable roll vortices in nature has been

largely ascribed to thermal driving forces, except for the Taylor

instability of flow between two rotating cylinders and for the

spirally banded Ekman boundary layers of rotating discs and

basins. It is the purpose of the present study to show the exist-

ence of roll-vortex secondary motions in large-scale geostrophic
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flows, where great simplicity of the analysis is possible. The

iterative technique used to solve the velocity perturbation

equations for characteristic structural parameters and for the

corresponding distributions of velocity perturbations is a

well-known tool of numerical analysis and is easily extended

to solve less idealized primary flow distributions with the

aid of high-speed computing devices.

A secondary flow structure of roll vortices, their axes

aligned with the primary flow velocity, was treated by Taylor

(Ref. l) both theoretically and experimentally 
for the case of

fluid motion in the annulus between two rotating cylinders.

H. Boertler (Ref. 2) showed the presence of a similar structure

in the laminar boundary layer on a concave, curved wall.

K. Kirchgassner (Ref. 3) and G. Hammerlin (Ref. 4) have recently

included the effect of heat addition in Boertler' s problem

(al though only abstracts of their papers were available for the

present study). Boundary layers of the Ekman type have been

shown to exhibit a roll-vortex secondary flow both experimentally

and theoretically (Ref. 5, 6, 7, 8). The associated mathematical

discussions have been necessarily complicated, and it has been

difficul t to distinguish the essentials of the physical mechanism

leading to the roll vortex.

A possible common bond between these types of flow lies in

the observation that in both Taylor and Goertler roll vortices the
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axis of rotation is perpendicular to the primary stream and

ant.i-parallel to the vorticity caused by its shear. With this

condition in mind; the present study considers analogous problems

of a sufficiently large scale to possess geophysical significance,

particularly those öf an oceanographic nature.

Equations of Motion:

The approach suggested in the introduction leads to the

following two problems relating to ocean currents: ¿

Case A: An easterly current near the equator possessing vertical

velocity shear, so that the earth i s rotation vector is anti-

parallel to that of the primary stream vorticity and perpendicular

to the primary stream itself.

Case B: A current outside the equatorial regions so that the

vertical component of the earth's rotation vector is the important

coupling agent, with a transverse velocity shear (the vector of

primary stream vorticity is vertical).

Case A corresponds to the equatorial countercurrents which

flow in an easterly direction under a westerly surface current.

The magnitude of the vorticity in the region overlying the core

of these countercurrents is considerably greater than that of the

earth's rotation. The perturbation equations for this case are

identical with those of Ref. 1 if a linear velocity profile is
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assumed, but an iterative method of solution will be employed

to facilitate the eventual use of machine calculations for the

actual velocity profile observed in the countercurrents.

Case B corresponds to the portions of the Gulf Stream

exhibiting maximum transverse variation of current, where

the primary stream vorticity opposes and exceeds that of the

earth i S rotation, but only slightly.

Ignoring the earth's curvature, the equations of

motion are:
d ¡¡ -" - - I ~ ..) '2- -- + ~. v u. + 2 Sl 'I iJ:: -- i7 r + ., 'i. u - k' t,ciâ"t t \ u (1)

and

v.a :I 0 (2)

where iJ is an effective eddy vistosity and will be taken

as 104 cgs units (see Ref. 5, p.ll2) for order-of-magnitude

calculations. Consider

2.. = (T i + J m + k Yì) f (3)

and a velocity structure

u = + LÁo (r)+ u., C~).s Q( ~ et3r

II (=) Cb 0( ~ e (3+ù' ;:

IV ;: w¡ (~)Wnoejeßt

, ¡9
p = ~ (r) + p; (ia) SJ ol ~ e (4a)
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applicable to Case A above. Retaining only the mf component

of i It, the expanded equations (l).and (2) become, after

1 inear iza t ion,

ßu.i'¡ u.~ Wi + 1rrW¡ = -¡ (I.-i - 0(2.u.1)

ß :s - 0( ~ + 1I(o;'I-0I?-i.).) u¡ I
1Ew; ( _- 1-0' .Je"'''!1 ., )- rn J cA) - f ii f y w, - 0( ur

(Sa)
,-0( IT + Lii 0

These reduce to

"Vi.A'V- W1"( f3 +;i -iD('2)-ro(2(p+-i0('''~:+r,2.niU.1 (6a)

and 1J l):I - C (3 + -V ~ ') U l = (u.~ + Yn f ) ~ (7a)

which are closely similar to Goertler i s boundary layer equations

with mJ in equation (6) corresponding to - 2 U-o/ 'R where 'R

is the radius of curvature and (Uo1 ~rn5) in equation (7) corres-

ponding to merely ~' in the stationary curved flow.
I:

For Case B consider the following velocity structure for

a current in the direction of the y-axis, possessing transverse

hor izontal shear:
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k :: U,(~)t- 0( X eßt

ir =: irf. (X) .; V; ( ~) ~ 0( x e (3+

Uf :. uJ (è) si rx x e (.4-

"P = ~ (-a) -t I' C ¡, ) sA ex X e. (jt . (4b)

Retaining only the vertical rotation n J, we have

ßU;+lí~U.1 + nt/.,

__ _ ~ P -+.y (u. ri -o('"u, \- ~ I , i J
:: -¡( V; 1/ - 0( ?o LJ )

(Jui - rif V;

(Jw:
I -01 -il (J /1 -i )~ - - r + y W -eX urt ". I (5b)

- ol u., + i.~.':: 0

which reduce to

-Vw1'V_((3+ L vO("i)w¡" + 0(2( ß +..o. :2)w¡ = - 0( nf 11-/ (6b)

and

V ii ii _ ( (3 + i) p( 2) Il == (!for + YlJ) WI'Ie; (7b)

As shown by the last terms in (6b) and (7b), the coupling in

'i ,. ICase B is through the derivatives of the perturbations, '"
l

and Ul) rather than through the perturbations themselves as in

Case A.
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Inv i sc idApproxima t ion:

In thë inviscid case, equation (6a) and (7a) give for

Case A

II ') ( (i.~ + mf) mf Jur-cX - +/ W,=Di ß'2 I (8a)

and for Case B,

(i + (V; r+ nJ2 htJ ii ..
Wi - ex uJ -

(37.
o. (8b)

As neutral stability is approached (ß ~ 0), these equations

demand that - /.~ )0 m5 in Case A and - U; :; hl in Case B if the

roll-vortex structure is to exist as a stable perturbation or

true secondary flow.

Since the vertical perturbation ~ must be zero at the

ocean bottom (it = 0) and at the surface (2- =- ls), equations (8a)

and (8b) require (considering
I

U. 0 and u: i
()

as constants and taking

the fundamental modes)

cJl- u~ ~ rrL; ~ 1' / d

(lJil + Y1.f) hl
íí I~and ~"L respectively. The

ratio of transverse wavelength
~ o/cx to

depth Ó is therefore

2(- tJ~ +mf
-

). -i lex ó -I-=

(37-
(9a)

and ~ 'î /01 t
:: 1.¡f-1 -

(V; /+ Yl ç )Ylf
(9b)ß")
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As ß -)" , the ratio apparently increases without limit for

Case A and decreases to zero for Case B. In either case, it

will be necessary to retain the viscous terms to investigate

the roll-vortex structure.

An exact solution of equation (8a) is available for a

quadratic velocity profile

/)0/;;0 = I - (=/&)~

Equation (8a) may be transformed to a special form of Bessel's

equa tion 7- ': (( r ' i. /)'2
d 'N ß .... \ Tnt / + f:J) '" - 0-- .~ _ , i tJ -cL t'l Ci 'i \ (mf)"" i

(see Jahnke and Emde, p. 143), with the general solution

Wi = ff it f- (-;d ~ /((mt)? + ß~) t 3

-where G ~ ,'2l/ -i ~.. -:. 'T -
t - I.rx)"5 (. Ó (mfi + ß ) J r 2.Uo m.f- \. (3 ;; ü'CI / L d Ii ((ml);l + (3") 2- -j J ·

The problem of matching boundary conditions is difficult however,

and requires numerical approximations which make its utility

rather doubtful. This exact solution will therefore merely be

noted in passing, and iterative numerical methods will be developed

which permit inclusion of the effects of eddy viscosity.

The interpretation of the condition of neutral stability

,':/3=0) for roll-vortex structure of ocean currents is similar
for Cases A and B. Equations (8a) and (8b) show that for a given

absolute vorticity l.~ t rnf or ~ + n f ' there will be a group
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of solutions having wavelengths depending on ~ in the

range from ß = 0 to some critical value. All these solu.-

tions will he amplified accordingly, leading to a well-mixed

condition of the region of flow. When eddy viscosity is

included, the existence of such a group of solutions will

depend on its value reiative to the absolute vorticity and the

characteristic length dimension. Hence there will be a limiting

condition at which only the roll vortex corresponding to ~:: 0

can exist. If conditions become more favorable than this, thé

resulting confusion of roll-vortex wavelengths with their various

amplification factors will merely result in a well-mixedcondi-

tion, and no vortex struçture will be distinguishable.

It is therefore necessary to search for those limiting

values of the parameters expressing the absolute vorticity, which

permit the existence of neutral stability. These wiLL then con-

stitute the basis for examination of oceanographic data for evi-

dence of a roll-vortex wavelength consistent with the calculations.

It is clear that eddy viscosity must be retained during this

examina tion.

Viscous Solution for Neutral Stability Case A

If a characteristic dimension Ó is introduced, the follow-

ing dimensionless quantities may be formed:
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~ := tItS j (750(8 (lO)

Setting l3 = 0 , equations (6a) and (7a) may be written as:
-

'2

W" IY _ ;; cr ..u.l\+ cr ll u.:: + Ci ~ (d .;r ) 1A (lla)

and
(Ó~' .s?:(U"-CT~LÁ:: ~+ ~) W- (12a)

where the subscripts signifying perturbation quantities have been

omit ted .
i

A linear velocity profile (constant ~o ) will again be

assumed-.

If boundary conditions corresponding to zero sheàr stress

on the free surface are taken,

-~ =O~ i. ~ t. = u. == 0 (~ I)l:= 0)

~ = , :
u.'::¡¡'=w:O (~ W"=:O)

the equations become

la(~)fJ1r1 (f~ d 1/ a. 'J t ,7(' ,.7 1
W(7). - 0- -i 0 0 ~. i. 1- (i -f)3)) 4 J '''1.7 'i 5

nO"'UJ~d?'- (tf) 3 ß'wiL7' ì00 ~a S
+n-'i wn~~1"- (r -f)3 mrwd 7 'i)

I$'J, ~-;L)(~JI ?/
111 ) -: .. \ -vuo + -vrf j urJ f - o-:i S) LA cl r¡ ~

o ~ 0 ~

(13a)

(14a)
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For C \ -'~ (, , i; 1.;.\ -"Io 6/:: 10, 0 'ii);: 10; OCriJ =- /0 J
,

o lUb) = 10 -"3

then
,/.-'c:'l 11 \. \

( :,0 ':ri+9 .-/0'"
. \ ¡)

~ (l~;,)\ -It):
\ ïJ

(l5)

For small uand large (6 ;lljl¡; ))
.. .. 7 ~" i ,,1 i -

lL o;(~)j 'i\) \LLol~t¡_(~~_-t)3 ((7(j~vld J1J
rY~" -¡) ll(/y¡6 ;¿ b ))j ~o I Ó 0 r¡ 0 (16a)

:i
(À .p - cr

( .,, . 'I i¡ b tA~ _ 6 ñ,~+ ) !,/',,/ u.

(l-v -J/),(T?'~,¡ ./

o ~

'f J

oj 7 ~- (, Y w d V1 ': J

) I I
lj ~

(l7a)

Iterating these equations (using only five steps in the independent

variable), the following eigenvalue is obtained:

7. 1/ ~
/117() ::

The values of the perturbation functions for this case are:

i u. ! t,) if (r¡ ) ur C~)-~.

0 0 0 .333
-.053

.2 .35 -.00098 .298
-.090

.4 .66 -.00265 .197
-.032

.6 .88 - . 00324 .043
+.054

.8 .98 - . 00224 -. l42
+.121

1.0 1. 00 0 -,340
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The chief features are that the streamwise velocity perturbation

u. is much larger than the transverse perturbations IF and ur,

and the pressure perturbation exhibits a node at an intermediate

depth.

Viscous Solution for Neutral Stability Case B

Following the same procedure as that used in Case A the
''"

following perturbation equations are obtained:

-a r
.. \ ~ nj ';

Ufl'l - :i d- WI -4 (j "I u. .: - ~ ( -; ) V i (llb)

II ,. I ,.\J - V l.
/(''' .i"
fa u;' J r /_, 0.+ ~)'.!-~T V d- (l2b)

In this case, the boundary condition on the free surface is

taken from the disappearance of perturbation shear stresse$,

hence iLL and l)1 must disappear at 1;: I
/

Since W:: (j, U. from

the last of equations (5b), the boundary conditions are

YJ.:O~ LL= t.=Uf.:O am ¡
W:: 0

~ ::
I I..u.::LY::W-:O ~ urll::O.

Performing appropriate integrations of equation (llb) and

(12b), the following are obtained:
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(~)l' f~j'~J' 'J y i ? J )W-(1)~tr ~ lrcJ~3_(~ -l)3 ffllid?3'O~ GlOl'
l?-o-' fIrurd1'"- (yf-r?)3jjtr~ ~'1

+ o-i. (j'fì ')'r~a~~- (f-f)3 fl(j~dry~lo ~o Da~/J

( J' i .s "/If (' J ry ~ iif(~) ~ -; + ~) ~ d 1-a-oa rf trd ~%-() Ò ~

(13b)

(14b)

dOorIterating these equations for ~ = J 00 and d- :: I , again
1)

using only five steps of the independent variable, a value of

r -i I '.
(_ 0 lfD J-ñ L), 7 t:= -: -J.b

is obtained. (In this iteration, the small value of d- made'2 If
it possible to drop the terms in cr and cr of equation (13b).)

The values of the perturbation functions are:

!l ~) I!~ )
~)

0 0

-.OlO -.20

+.175 -.53

.519 -.62

.857 -.45

l.OOO 0

o

-1. 0

.2
-1. 7

.4
- .65

.6
+1.2

.8
+2.2

1. 0

(~)+(~)
.55l

.566

.562

.545

.527

.5l9
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The values of the velocity perturbations are all of the same

magnitude, in contrast to the results of Case A. Also, the

pressure perturbation is nearly constant with depth.

Effect of Horizontal Curvature of the Stream

The effect of a radius 1( of cyclonic curvature in

Case B is to add a term .211cl! I'R to the left-hand s;Ide of

the first of equations (5b). Physically, this subtracts from

the amount of absolute vorticity opposing the rotation vector,

hence is a stabilizing influence. Anticyclonic curvature is a

destabilizing factor, the degree of which may be seen by inclu-

sian of this term in the subsequent equations where it isasso-

ciated with h f in the 4th-order equation (llb) but does not

enter equation (12b). The term (J-l~/i) in equation (l3b) will

theribe replaced bY(d'Ahr/i))-(2d~lJo/.."R). For a 200 km. radius,

the extra term amounts to lO compared to the previous estimate

of 100 for the other term. Recalculating, the nec€ssary eigen-

value is reduced to

(f/l.ÄJ) + (3\~/7J):: -3.2.
which is a slight (but hardly significant) reduction in necessary

shear. The modal shape of the velocity perturbations is changed

only very slightly.

In Case A. cyclonic curvature introduces a term -2.uo'J.1imlx~lR

to the left-hand side of the second of equations (Sa). Thus, its
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effectis not in the correct y-pp.ase to permit vortex perturba-

tions and the present analysis must fail.

Nonlinear Velocity Profile The Cromwell Current

A final example of Case ~ is the calculation of the eigen-

value and perturbation for a nonlinear profile, that of the upper

200 meters of the Cromwell Current (taken from Ref. 14). The
'l

eigenvalue cJ :: V". 4 6 gives a cross-stream wavel~ngth of 3.4 km.

for the neutral stability perturbation vortex; The perturbation

velocity components are:

ii ;~(l.~ +mt ~ \) l/ LIT

0 200 0 0
.233

. 1 320 .076 .0085
.588

.2 l200 .159 .0300
.653

.3 1200 .266 .0539
.659

.4 320 .406 .0780
.930

.5 0 .565 .1120
-.300

.6 -200 .720 . lOlO
- .352

.7 -600 .855 .0881
-.509

.8 - 1 2 00 .950 .0695
- l. 085

.9 - 1 2 00 .99l .0298
-.8l5

1. 0 -400 l.OOO 0

Ó~r
-- = 4i)
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Comparison with Ocean Current Phenomena

The preceding arguments show the possible existence of roll

vortices .as secondary flows within the structure of ocean currents.

It has not been possible to demonstrate the actual existence of

such vortex structure from oceanographic data, but there is a cer-

tain amount of evidence to suggest its physical reality. (In fact,

it is prec.iselythis evidence which led to the present investigation.)

The Cromwell Current, a sub-surface current flowing easterly

along the equator in the Pacific, exhipits the necessary geophysical

conditions for Case A instability. It is known to possess unusually

high mixing in the surface layer, which may be the resul t of insta-

bility of a roll-vortex nature. The velocity at the surface is in

the opposite direction to the CroIlwell Current, creating a shear which

exhibits a difference in velocity of 50 cml sec for a depth increment

of 10 meters, far greater than the effect of the earth i s rotation.

. The U. S .Navy Oceanographic Office has evolved a procedure

for sea surface temperature synoptic analysis (Ref. LO) which inter-

prets scattered synoptic temperature data by means of the assumption

that the surface current is perpendicular to the gradient of surface

temperature. The justification of this assumption is not given; it is

presumed that this may be considered an empirical fact, based on exten-

sive practical experience. This procedure has been used (Ref. 11) to

interpret the sea surface temperature averaged on a monthly basis in

the Gulf Stream. The resul t is a pattern of alternating warm and cool

bands with axes parallel to the Gulf Stream drift, the bands having a
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fairly uniform width so that they constitute a transverse period-

icity of the Stream _with a wavelength of about 60 miles. - Since

the current data on which the temperature charts are básed was

averaged on a one-degree latitude-longitude area basis, this

60-mile wavelength may be due to the grid size. However, the

result of a vortex structure would be to bring cold, upwelled

-water to the surface on lines parallel to the current direction,

in agreement with the published sea surface temperature charts.

A second observation based on oceanographic data is afforded

by Fig. 65 of Stommel' s study of the Gulf Stream (Ref. 12). The

transverse variation of velocity of the Gulf Stream is calculated

from temperature data on the assumption of uniform potential vor-

ticity, and is compared with geostrophic (dynamic) velocity calcu-

lations. The differences between results of the two methods of

calculation might be claimed as the result of ignoring the ,vortex

structure in performing geostrophic calculations. Comparisonof

the variations on a numerical basis is now being made. Similar

arguments may be based on Fig. 32 of Ref. 12 J concernirigwhich

Stommel suggests internal inertial gravity or tidal waves acting

on the density field as the cause of a false "streakiness" of

velocity calculated by geostrophic equation.

Transverse variations in horizontal shear are discussed by

van Arx (Ref. l3). These would be expected if a roll-vortex

structure exists.
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Stability of a Homogeneous Fluid Cooled Uniformly from Above

Theodore D. Foster

I. Introduction

Consider an initially homogeneous and isothermal layer

of fluid. If the temperature of the top surface is suddenly

reduced, a nonlinear temperature gradient develops. This causes

a heavier layer of fluid to form on the top of the fluid which

will progressively grow thicker. It is the purpose of this

paper to examine the stability of such a system.

II. Basic Equations

We will use the set of equations appropriate for an

incompressible fluid. In the usual notation we have the Navier-

Stokes equation,

¡; Ò ~ t f;t - V ~ : f a If - V -p + t ¡) V :i ~ (l)ôt- Ó
where k is the unit vector in the z-directionwhich is vertically",
downward, the continuity equation,

v ¿ U = 0/\ (2)

and the heat conduction equation,

d T + LA . Vi := K \7?- T
'at" .-

(3)

We will assume a linear equation of state,
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f == f' i- f I - ex ( T - Tr) J
(4)

Using the Boussinesq appro~imation equation (1) becomes

d~ + U.í7u. = af/-o((T-/r)Jk -i \/P+¡)V';1A (5)ò t: .- .. d- .. tr ..
Now let us separate the temperature into a horizontal mean,

T , and a fluctuating part,T , so that

r:: T(rJt) + T(x.l~\r.Jt) (6)

where, .( i) == 0 , the brackets indicating a horizontal

average.

Using (2) we can write (3) in the form

-a'l l- \l Iu. T) = l' V'- r-
¡, t 1... I

(7)

Now taking the horizontal average of (7) and using (6) we find

-aT d (wT) -a '; :;, ,
-at

+~ = K'
d :e..

(8)

Similarly by using (6) in (3) and subtracting off (8) we obtain

-aT v M-~'''- - fl V J
7:t

: - W iYT _ Hôi! (9)

where

H= u-"VT-.i /wT),. 0 -r " (10)

Incorporating the mean temperature in the pressure term in (5) and
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taking the z-component of the double curl of (5) wè obtain

/ d , ) r7:i '\ fi ~ \AI _ A'", ,.'i i''
~ 'òt -Y v ) V 1\= ê..' V i I of L (11)

where

..
v:

,

"'
-;J-- ..- ~

:) X'"

...._ i-_
'0 ,,,-

.r

(12)

and

L d r d / ¡J n' ,) d ( )1 ': / ,== ~ I ;: \ ,'" . \f ,"- +-, L. . V'I J - v: /., ,t¡y¡ ¡ (13)
'ò;ëLoX r.". .. 81) ..'1(';: ,/

-' (J

Eliminating the pressure from the horizontal terms of (5) we

obtain '2 :i
(~t- -\)\!'1)('0~U+- Ò?-W )z. -L (~'\7¡I)_i,&'\TI.L) (14)a x dr: d x. Ò d d ~-

and

"3 ) 1. :i a2. ( )/ - - V V ~ (V.. V + d W ) ::.- I u. . V u.) _ -- !:. 'V V (15)
\- a-t i èl ~Ô i! "If da l,. a ¡'~

We will now introduce the dimensionless (primed) parameters:

h
i

(l6)'r .: r- -
K 1

(17)l) -: -u.. h .,
-; .) k _I

I ;:
t/cJcx

j (l8)
,.

T == bTTI (l9)

-I
h ~ , I= -r (20)k

V
(21)õ":: T
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where h is the total depth of the fluid layer, and .d T is

the- temperature change at the top surface.

We define a Rayleigh number

R=~6Th.3Kv
(22)

Now our basic equations in dimensionlesSl form become (dropping

primes) .
dT i 't a'iT'òt- + 1f -i (wT) = -Ô~~ (23)

'aT _ \7"T = - 'R w ~: - H~ 01: (24)

( i?i ''') '), rf~ -I iC iE - \l \! Vi :: - Vi ' + e- L (25)~ ~ -(i à n-i)(t-'" d W) \ r el ( ) à'" i 11
"Ô ô~;. - V "Vi iA +~ :: (f~M l:' \IV -ai ~~ 'Y'iJ)j

Cd :'\( '" ffw' i fiò'- ( ô'i ' ,",~ ò.-i -\1) 'a V +- ) ::- -ò ': u.'\JU~)-_ (~'\l v) .U ul. 'è~dž: d- X(J(j"' ôx.:''' ,..

(26)

(27)

III. . Boundary Conditions

Mainly in the interest of mathematical simplicity We will

assume the so-called "slippery" boundary conditions for the verti-

cal velocity,

w =
è/"W

"ò ë'2
= 0 at 2 = Ó) i (28)

We will also make the usual assumpfion that the temperature fluc-

tuations vanish on the boundaries,
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1= 0 cd ? = 0) (29)

Finally we will assume that the fluid is infinite inhori-

zontal extent.

iV. Perturbation Equations 

Let us expand in a power series of the small parameter

E
-i

u. = f: lÄt + e 1;"4-t . . i (30)..

T :: G -r + E";t t- . . . (3l)

T == 7; + E ,77 + E '2 J -l . i . (32)~

R = Ro + E 'R1 -+ e~"R l. -t ., .

(33)

A. Zeroth Order Equations

From (23) we obtain our only zeroth order equation

o~
ô"t

=
~ '2 7;

Ô i! '2
(34)

which we recognize as the heat conduction equation for a fluid

at rest.

B. First Order Equations

òT;
ò't

=-
Õ' i
ci ê '2

(35)
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which has the same form as the zeroth order eqGation (34), ard

therefore we can set T, = 0

(;-1 - \7~)~ = -- 'Ro Wi a~i)~ (36)

(i Ô ~'~ ~-i'- - - 'i~) V W ;: -\1 "ô at i I (37)

~

(~ :-t -\/,)( V~tii + ~;~il ) == 0
(38)

(;, ft - Vi)('l~ V, + :;~) = 0
(39)

C. Second Order Equations

-dT:; + -l i /W,i1 \ -=

ôt Ro Oè" I
d;L T).

Õ i!-i (40)

(;1: - \7) -ç :: - ~o W:¡!1 -R1 WI ô i; - H ìi~i: 'õ =-
(41)

where

H., :: /)_, . \7 I; - 2 /\l. Tj )LJ ,.~i. If Ô'i '\ i. (42)

(' I ~ -\ -: ïi..i I L\. -e Clt -\l-lv W2. = ., V,I. + -d II (43)

where

L~d æ ;i! Eb (1J ¿ · Vi.j) + ~~ (Il ~ . \j V J ') J ,- \11'-('J ¿ .\7WJ) (44)

..
/l d \/'J)!t?(. + d W1.) I rc;i- i) 'ò..! ' ~
\-cr ~ - \. 'i u.2 dt-Ô r =0: /)X:0¿r l~ l~\7 V, -~'¡L~ i ..vu.11J (45)

(- / d 2)('.., ô\,¡'/) ,r-¡ (U. \J ¡)) ô~ ( iltJ n -7 \1, V2 -¡ â~ö~ -= cJ Ld-'tJ~ ;. i I -ir-i ~ " \7 VI)J (46)
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D. Third Order Equations

The only third order equations that we will need are

i 0\ (;)1; ò=). ( ;1T \ - -a='
(;¡-\7-jT~::-Ro W¡ ":.. -W:i ..1" -""1 W?....i-R(\~I¡~)\_H -Hi..' /.: 01. o'i 8=.'..' Oiè 1'2 :21 (47)

ì '3 ~) ~ \i~ -1 + 1 (i I )
',:ë= at -\l'" 'V V/3 = - Vi 3 -, L/1_+ I-~I (48)

V. The Temperature Gradient

Let us assume the fluid to have the constant mean tempera-

ture -i for all t" ¿, O. Now let the top surface temperature

be suddenly lowered by an amount D T at 1;:: 0 and remain at

that temperature for àll t- ? 0 The solution to the zeroth

order heat conduction equation (34) in dimensional form is

(provided the total fluid depth is much greater than ~ fil )

-
¡10 - )~.i

-D. T u - 2:. ¡;
ii

-i
:i i!

_ 'i ),/ ¡ '"A .,~.3/
..

(49)

"

We now define an effective penetration depth,

d. -: 2. ihCt (50)

and introduce a new dimensionless parameter

lÀ = h (51)
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Now non-dimensionalizing (49) (again dropping primes) we have
~

,,'T ,."2

1: :: C~ - (i - v~ ! -2 - Š ld (52)
!' j

o

and the vertical temperature gradient is

,."' '....
-' -

:= )".¡#- .f.

£- "',"i.i
",

(53)
,,=
"0=

VI. The Stability Problem
..

If we operate on the first order equation (36) by .. \i ,

d
and on (37) by(U -V':2) and add, we obtain

(d'l"/í d ';";. p ~ (¡'t"~!I.1'1t - V .JCJ" a- - \J ) \7 Wi = '\0 â;. vi I (54)

We now make the important assumption that the temperature

gradient can be considered quasi-static; that is, the effect of

the change in gradient at the instability point is sufficiently

small so that the time dependence of the perturbations can be

accurately represented by exponential functions

W, Cl.~ ~;, ~J t) :- Wi (;!:)..~ (XJå).e(L (55)

Then equation (54) becomes

'" '"

(t -'Q'):: 6- "( - ,1'-) \1 "W1 -: r\, 0:J:' v?-V.I¡ (56)
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It can be shown that the principle of exchange of

stabilities holds for this equation and the marginal state is

given by setting 't.. 0 Thus we obtain the equation govern-

ing the onset of instability:

\7t:\Nj I ::
_ d i" ~r~" ~ 't W.'u "iè v.¡ . i (57)

We will analyse an arbitrary disturbance into normal

modes and examine the stability of each mode separately. Con-

sequently we will assume"" ~ l" (' \
- Q. .. ,X,':)'\- f (XJ ~) = J" 0 (58)

where 0_ is the dimensionless horizontal wave number of the

disturbance. Now using (53) the stability equation becomes

~(rf-o.~j Wi
.i Ko- U- ~

=~~ -"".,
-=.e 1\ '01R i,

(59)

where
_ J..J .= ~ .d..:t

Since (59) is a sixth order differential equation with

non-constant coefficients, its solution presents a rather diffi-

cul t mathematical task in general. In the case of small À the

best solution method appears to be a variational method which,

since the equation (59) with the "slipperylJ boundary conditions

(28), (29) is self-adjoint, provides upper bounds on the eigen-

values. With the aid of the CDC l604 computer eigenvalues for three

different values of À were obtained for a wide range of wave

numbers:
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ÌI Minimum 'Ro a. for Minimum 'RrJ

2.44 x 10-6 1.2 x 1013 2.2

2.44 x 10-4 1.2 x 109 2.2

2.44 x 10-3 1.2 x 107 2.2

The most surprising thing about these solutions was

that the wave number for minimum Rayleigh number occurred in

each case, within the accuracy of the computation, at the same

value, a. ~ :L2 ~ "I1fi, which is the wave number obtained in

the usual convection theory for linear temperature gradients.

This means that the most unstable mode occurs at a wavelength

of the same order of magnitude as the total depth of fluid, fL ,

and not that of the penetration depth of. the temperature gradient,

cL .

In order to substantiate these variational calculations

and to obtain simpler eigenfunctions, equation (59) was also

solved by the Fourier expansion technique. Since sine functions

satisfy the boundary conditions, we let

ct

. W (r) = ¿ AM s. tn IT ~I hl::1 i (60)

substituting into (59) we findeo )
~ (ff': ¡T:it 0-"') AM si ff iië
'I;: I

¡a'i co
I)'JRo 2 -~ Y .

= -T fi .R ¿ AmWi ff ìl't (6l)7T /V, :: I
,

mùl tiplying (61) by .s r ir ~ and integrating from %-.: 0 to

ë:= J we have
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~ .. ~).: :2 a.'" &(r iT -+ a. Ar - )

(;
~ A T =0L hl -lIr

/(1; I
(62)

wher e

I 'i :3/2. ( -p,T~r = ,~ .R æJ mirr
VTr )

d

~ rrr~ dr (63)

(62) is a set of IV homogeneous equations for the AII .

Thus in order that this set be consistent, the determinant of

the coefficients of the AM must vanish. Thus

:i' :a' .2 o.'J R" Iii _ :2 l)""Rc 1,'2 1a."'R" I ' ..
(;¡ + a.) - À À /i 1'3

:ia:Ro T
3

~o.~'Ro I ~ a.,: Ro I :: 0
(411?+d) . . .

À i;i ). ,.'" À ~~
(64)

:;tt ~ Ro 1 '2~ "Rø r ~ :J ~().:~.1? 0(9'1K - -133",- i~ -~ '-
À

À

,The determinant is then truncated to the smallest order com-

påtible with convergent results. In the cases treated 2x2

determinants gave quite good results (Note: Due to lack of

time and access to an adequate high-speed computer the inte-

grals' (63) were approxiIIated by Simpson's rule using only lO

points and utilizing a somewhat unreliable desk calculator ).
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-- Rc (2x2) 'R~ (3x3) A:i/A1 A/Ari

0.3162 1004. 7 1005.34 o ~ 0403 0.0023

O. 4000 8l0. 1 0.0308

0.5000 710.2 710. l75 0.0224 O. 0004

O. 5064 706.7 0.0220

In every calculation the minimum Rayleigh number occurred at

a. -: ii/r2 within the accuracy of the computation, confirming

the results of the variational calculations. A log-log plot of

minimum Ro versus À shows a nearly linear relation (see

Figure #1). Another somewhat surprising result is that the

velocity field penetrates the entire depth of the fluid, and for

the cases calculated differed but slightly from the s~ne curve

obtained with a linear temperature gradient. The temperature field

was somewhat more distorted (see Figure #2).

The validity of the stability criteria calculated fromequa-

tion (59) is not clear. An attempt was måde to estimate the error

in neglecting the time dependence of the coefficients A", in 'V

(60) on making the quasi-static assumption used in deriving (59).

By calculating the rate of change of the ratio Aj. /A i in going

from Ìi= 0.5000 to /i = 0.5064, it was found that the neglected

time dependence terms were 4% and 28% that of the terms retained.

It is not clear how to interpret these results. In an attempt to

clarify the situation further a finite amplitude analysis following

the method developed by Veronis (l963) was made.
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VII Finite Amplitude Analysis

We will only treat the case of two-dimensional convection

cell s at À = 0.5 for Q. =. ii /fi Now

Wi = (Ai ~ iT~ + A;i;V 2iï:) ~ Q.X (65)

By solving the time independent version of equation (38)

we find

U., :: - J2 (Ai em -T~ + ~-A ~ 2. iT~) Wn ix (66)

The time independent form of (37) gives

T; = - ~ IT 2 ( A ,cln iT:, + q A "2 Wn 2 rr~) ClJ- a.)( (67)

We now normalize Wi such that the average of W".
I

throughout the entire layer of fluid is equal to unity, that

is, (v."') = I~ Now we impose the condition that ('I W)fW'" ¿

which has the effect of putting all the amplitude of VV1 into

E . The normalization procedure determines the constants

A.i = 1. 9995 and A") = 0.04482. Using (65), (66) and (67)

we can now de termine Hand
II

L11 We find

H 11:: ¡ 8 ¡¡sA i A 2. ( ~ ií =è .s .2 TI;:-2 sÙY ITë CiN 211 ~ ~los. (68)

and

i' =- 3T) ~A A (- ti ìI ~SW .2 if t + 2 sJ 1T i: c. 11í r) ec1- 2 a.x ( 6 9 )-"II i :i \
Combining the time independent forms of equations (40)

and (4l) we obtain
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.., R -a1;.. ~,I:2Lol W~ =, ~ V; vv + '7 Hi, - -e \) 1/ (70)

where

J. := \1 b - Ro ~ô-i \it (71)

If we mul tiply equation (70) by the adjoint of YV, and average

over the entire fluid, both sides of the resulting equation must

vanish. For our boundary cQnditions W, is self-adjoint. Now

since Hand
/I

L/1 only involve Cl 2 a.t. and Vv only in-

valves ~ a.l' the orthogonality of 
the consines results in

"R = 0
I

(72)

We can now solve (70) for ~ by expanding in a Fourier

sine series

~ = L ~ I Btr s1rru~¡1T:a J ~ 2. Cl 'X
(73)

In order to simplify succeeding calculations we will assume a

Prandtlnumber, ($ = 7. d4,(approximately that of sea water

(20oC, 350/00)). Substituting (72) and (73) into (70) multi-

plying by SJ r iT t and integrating we obtain a set of 11

inhomogeneous equations for determining the J9~ Truncating

the series to 3 terms and approximating the integrals by Simpson IS

rule we find, B¡ = -0.11927, :B = -0.00463,:i

~ and hence L/2' L.2J ' Hi,- '
A = 0.00030.

We can now also evaluate U.2,

and H::1

Next, in order to determine e we must go to the third
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order equations. The time independent forms of equations (47)

and (48) can be combined to give

.,.w - (R 0-; "D 'dTo) -i W '\2.(11 + H \ i IL + L) (74)L J - 0 Ò '2 + 1\.2 ôz \/, i + v, ri,,- .21) - ë= \: 1'2 .. I

Now we have to determine ~ Using the values of Ro; W,

and ~ already determined we can write equation (40) in the

form

ò'l1;
Òa::

Ó 1;¿ ':
4

L G sbn I' rr ê
ffj=1 11

(75)
ôt:

where G, 0.0440, G;i -0.3927, G.3 = -0.132l, G"1 = 0.0036.

The boundary conditions are T:: 0 at ~ =-0 and ? = I. The solu-

tion is straightforward and gives

T. =2-

~ G-n ( -+1-Tf""(t-te.)) /
- 6 ~'Z 1- e I SVIYTfr

'Y=I "t iT

(76)

where to is the time of onset of instability.

Now multiplying equation (74) by Wi and averaging, both

sides of the resulting equation must vanish thus providing an

expression for R.2. in terms of known quantities. After a lengthy

and very tedious computation we finally obtain (subject to various

human and calculator errors)

~ =~

I .. ,
-ií"';; -t1f'lt' -~ Tl-l -1& 1T~t

1i¿.B - L.le -/oq,S-e -1./e -O.Ooo~5"e .

1. ¿'.;-49

(77)
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where t =' t:-tt)

To second order we have

R =- Ro + 6'2 R;i (78)

or

(;7. =-

R-Ro
"R:; (79)

Since at all times 'R2.;: 0 and
?

C '/ 0 , we mus t have

Ri ~ 'Ro
(80)

fromwhiç:h we can conclude there is no finit~ amplitude insta-

bility for this case ( ~= 0.5).

We are now in a position to make another estimate of

validity of the quasi-static assumption. To second order we

now have - _ -:-T=To+E T:; (81)

Using the values of 2-
t5 (79) and T..2 (76) calculated ábove

we can determine the time scale for the establishment of a quasi-

steady convective flow for À = 0.5. Using only the largest

term (l'= 2) in the series expansion for ~ and the largest

exponential term in
2-

E we find that the approximate time for

6'2 ,~ to reach ( J~ ~ ) of its asymptotic ( 1:'= oö ) value is

t/ ~ O.lJOI8S (82)

which we may take as the time scale for the establishment of
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quasi-steady convection. Using equations (50) and (51) we can

write

À~1.Æ' (83)

and thus the time scale for change in 1: is

t":: O.Ob2.5" (84)
which is approximately 34 times (82). During the time it takes

for quasi-steady convection to be established ì\ will 
change

by about L 5% and "Ro by about' O. 75%. Thus the assumption

that the temperature gradient can be treated quasi-statically

would seem to be reasonable for the case of temperature gradients

near Ìi = 0.5

VIII Preliminary Conclusions

One must first be warned that all the above calculations

are of uncertain accuracy and it is precarious to draw any con-

elusions from these results until they are thoroughly checked.

. The most striking resul tis the occurrence of the minimum

Rayleigh number at the same wave number a.:: -r/fî for all valu,es

of À This is in contradiction to the intuitive .feeling that

the most unstable wave length should be of the same order as the,

penetration depth and independent of the depth of the fluid. The

physical reason for this somewhat odd behavior is that we are

dealing with an initially neutrally stable layer of fluid which

is free to move through the entire depth of the fluid 
and not just
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in the region of the strong temperature gradient.

The experiments of Spangenberg and Rowland (1961) with

c.onvectionproduced by evaporative cooling at the top of a homo-

geneous fluid are not entirely inagreemènt with the above

theoretical model. The observed Rayleigh number at onset of

instability seems to be one to two orders of magnitude larger

than predicted. This may be due to the neglect of surface ten-

sion in the theoretical model. While they observed convective

tnstabilities which have a horizontal scale much larger than

that of the penetration depth, they did not observe the predicted

variation with the total depth of the fluid layer. Possibly this

was due to avery slight stabilizing temperature gradient which

prevented the predicted large scale velocity field from 
being

established. Some experiments by the author with a homogeneous

fluid coolen from above did seem to produce large scale cellular

convection but lack of instrumentation prevented obtaining any

quantitative data.

The author wishes to acknowledge the many useful discussions

with the other members of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics course and

¡,

in particular to thank Dr. George Veronis for his extensive guidance

through many of the intricacies of the analysis.
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Experiments on "Taylor Columns" in a Rotating Barotropic Liquid

A. Ibbetson

Introduction

In 1923, G. L Taylor carried out the qualitative experiments

in which he produced an entirely two-dimensional flow in a rQtating

liquid by slowly moving a three-dimensional obstacle through it.

Since then, there have been many attempts to study this and similar

problems (see 1963 G.F ~D. lecture notes), butno~pne has tried to

,est~blisti e~perimentaiiy the conditions for such a flow field. to

be produced.

A quantitative theoretical criteripn for the occurrence of

Taylor colu~ns was proposed by Hide (1961)) and in a different

form by, Bolin (1950). It was predicted that :jf an obstacle of

length L and height h. moved with speed U through a fluid of

depth 1) rotating with angular velocity.n , a Taylor column 
would

be formed only if

u ~Ji0( L.n 1)

where p( is a numerical constant of order unity.

, In 1960, the author repeated Taylor's experiments to test

these predictions. However the results, using circular cyl indrical

obstacles such as Taylor used, agreed with the theory only over a

limited range of conditions.
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In the present experiments therefore, a geometrically simpler

obstacle was used in the hope that resul ts would show better agree-

ment with theory. The obstacle was in fact a horizontal cylinder

extending along a radius of the tank. It could be moved azimuthally

at an, angular speed slow compared with the basic rotation rate.

ting with angular speed Jl Provided that the flow is always

approximately two-dimensional, it is legitimate to consider vertical

filaments of liquid which, during their motion over the obstacle,

conserve their circulation.

Thus if the filament shortens in moving over the obstacle,

its cross-sectional area increases, so the vertical component of

its absolute vorticity decreases by an amount

s:: 2Jlh/n' (1)

This change in vorticity of the filament can be balanced by

curvature of the trajectory of the filament, the vorticity change

generated by this mechanism being ~ U /~ , where ~ is the radius

of curvature of the trajectory (assumed constant).

Thus

u/y' ",, -1JLh/D. (2)
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The formation ofa Taylor column requires that Y' L L

where L is the horizontal dimension of the obstacle. Thus

ufn. ~ h¡J)
, which is Hide's criterion.

For an obstacle moving azimuthally as in these experiments,

U :: S W , where 5; distance radially outward from centre, and

w ~ relàtive àngular speed of the obstacle, so that

r- ~ - S.- .22.2 .. h (3)

Apparatus

The rotating tank and the mechanism for producing the slow

motion of the obstacle relative to the tank are shown schematically

in Fig. L The tank was a circular cylinder of 'Plexiglass',

29.2 em inside diameter fitted with a transparent lid. It was

mounted horizontally on a balanced steel turntable. Inside the

tank was a close";fitting horizontal false base A below which the

mechanism for rotating the obstacle was housed. ThroVgqout these

experiments the depth of the tank, from lid to false base, was

10,93 :! 0.05 cm.

The obstacle was a horizontal radial arm ß of either square

or circular cross section. It was fixed on a vertical shaft C

mounted in bearings at the centre of the base. The vertical shaft C

was rotated at angular speeds continuously variable from O.Ol to
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O. LO rad/ sec by an electric motor :J through a reduction gear, a

horizontal rod E , and bevel gears. The vertical position of the

obstacle in the tank was adjustable.

A reference grid was marked on the false base to facilitate

measurements. The divisions were 1 cm. radially and 150 azimuthally.

The turntable could be rotated at speeds continuously

variable from 0 to lO rad/ sec. During the time required for an

experiment, fluctuations in angular speed of the turntable were

not greater than O. l%.

Direct observation of the flow field in the rotating tank

was made possible by use of a "rotoscope". This consists of a Dove

prism which can' be rotated about its optic axis at exactly half

the angular velocity of the tank, S~en through this rotating prism,

the tank appears to be stationary, so that measurements relative

to the rotating tank can be made directly.

Visualization of the flow field was achieved by injecting

a fine stream of almost neutrally-buoyant dye from a hypodermic

needle int.o the liquid. The needle, which passed through a central

hole in the lid of the tank, was attached to the vertical shaft C

so as to rotate with it. However, using this method it is possible

to trace only one or perhaps two streamlines at one time.

Throughout these experiments, the tank was filled completely

with water at a temperature of 23 l 20C. The kinematic viscosity of

water in this range is (0.936 l 0.04l) x iO-2. cm2.sec -1.
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Qualitative Observations

Schematic diagrams of the flow fields at some distance

above obstacles of square and circular cross sections are shown

iaFigs. 2a and 2b respectively. In both diagrams the basic rota-

tion,.n ,and the relative rotation of the obstacle, W , ar~

clockwise. The diagrams show streak-lines relative to the rotating

obstacle, so that the liquid appears to be approaching the obstacle

with angular speed . ~ W

Several features of the flow field should be noted:

a) The velocity field ahead of the obstacle is approximately

circular, al though measurements show that the azimuthal velocity

component V is not equal to t) $ , where S is the distance

radially outwards.

b) For given values of Wand Sl , there exists a critical

radius S" at which the flow does not climb over the obstacle,

but is deflected inwards, passing round the end of the obstacle.

c) At radii greater than Sf! the flow, on pasßing over the

obstacle, is deflected inwards. Downstream of the obstacle the flow

field is different in the two cases: for an obstacle of circular cross

section, the streak-lines are oscillatory but are quickly damped by

viscous dissipation; for the other obstacle, the streak-lines do not

attempt to re~over their original radial position, but remain almost

parallel to the obstacle. There is a region of unsteady circulation

downstream of the obstacle near the rim in this case.
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As the kinematic Rossby number wIn decreases, S" increases

so that the flow becomes more and more completely blocked by the

obstacle. Theoretically, as win -t 0 , no flow over the obstacle

is possible, and the Taylor column is complete. Experimentally,

when W/SL= 2 x 10-3, there was still some flow over the obstacle

near the wall, but it was small. Toomre has computed the stream-

lines for a completely blocked flow, and there is at least qual ita-

tive agreement between theory and experiment.

Quantitative Experiments

l. In the first experiments carried out, the obstacle was

a horizontal cylinder of square cross-section, 2.54 cmx 2.54 .cm.

It was located about 1 mm above the false base to allow a smooth

rotation relative to the tank.

Observations were made of single streak-lines using dye

injected from the hypodermic needle at a height of 8.5 cmabove

the base. With this obstacle, streak-lines passing over it were

deflected in an approximately circular path, remaining parallel to

the obstacle downstream of it. The distance, ~ , of this streak-

line parallel to the obstacle from the leading edge of the obstacle

was measured as a function of W for fixed values of n. and S

using the grid on the base and a square grid marked on the obstacle

as reference scales. Provided that d ~ 0 the radius of curvature

of the streak-line, R , is approximately equal to ~ These
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m~asurements were repeated for different values of Sand Jì

over the observable range.

A typical set of results of these measurements is given in

~ is the radius of curvature of the streak-line,' LFig. 3.

the breadth of the obstacle, and W the relative angular velocity

of the obstacle. It is obvious that these results do not agree

However, it is found that graphs of

J/L ex t)

l-n W V5, ¿/L are,

with the simple theory which predicts that

within the experimental errors, straight lines (see Fig. 4). The

relationship is therefore expressible as
K(S) ~

W = Wo (fL; s ) ~ )

where K(s) is. the slope of the straight lines, and iA, is the

value of W at which â:: O.

Values of ¡( as a function of s are given below:

K. SieMS
,

0.667 4.2

0.690 7.2

0.91 10.6

1.35 11. 7

2.08 1207
,

Radius of tank 14.6 cms

h 2 . 54 cm

1) 10.93 cm

It is seen that for S .c.: R , /( is approximately constant, sug-

gesting that the large variation ofK with .s near the wall is a

viscous boundary layer effect.
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2. The distinct lack of agreement between observation and

theory in the first experiments suggested the use of a less blunt

obstacle. In the next experiments ,therefore, the obstacle was a

horizontal circular cylinder, diameter 2.54 cm. To minimize any

possible boundary layer effects it was mounted equidistant from

the lid and the base of the tank.

The radii of curvature of streak-lines passing over the

obstacle in this case was not even approximately constant, so that

no quantity corresponding to å could be defined. It was therefore

decided to measure only the critical value of the relative speed of

the obstacle, uJo , at which the flow at radius 5 was just blocked,

i. e. at whi ch â = 0 The experiments were repeated varying J1

and S as widely as possible.

The results are plotted in Figo 5, which shows the dynamical

Rossby number, S WC) jL S2, at which blocking just occurs, as a func-

, r¿7-
tion of J ¿ In Fig. 6 a corresponding graph for the obstacle of

square cross section is given.

During these experiments, some measurements of the azimuthal

velocity of the liquid ahead of the obstacle relative to the tank

were made by timing the motion of a dye streak between two of the

grid markings on the base. (Ideally in this experiment, this rela-

tive velocity upstream of the obstacle would be zero, but the situa-

tion is altered by the finite size of the tank and the blocking action

itself..) Approximate radial profiles of the induced fluid velocii:y
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relative to the tank, , upstream of the obstacle are plotted

in Fig. 7 as U'):¡/u;. vs

h ',1\ /,It is seen t at 'Nfl W

Wf

sIR R being the radius of the tank.

is constant up to the radius So at which

the flow ceases to be completely blocked, and -that it then de-

creases abruptly, although it appears never to become zero.

Discussion

1. The results (Figs. 5 and 6) show that a well-defined

Taylor column (where the flow over an obstacle is completely blocked)

can be produced at Rossby numbers below about 2 x 10-1, when the

vertical aspect ratio hb is 0.232. It is seen that the critical
Rossby number - Taylor number relationship is not simple, but it

would be hoped that at larger values of Taylor number, a simpler

asymptotic behaviour would occur. The fit of data having different

values of S on these graphs is better for the circular cross

section obstacle than for the other. Variation of the other parameters

in the problem (h , 1J , L , Y ) is necessary before definite con-

clusions can be drawn.

2. Explanation of the relationship ¥L O(.. W is at present

impossibleo Moore has suggested that the model of vertical filaments

of fluid shortening as the pass over the obstacle is probably inade-

quate, especially if the obstacle has a blunt leading edge. But no

other model yet proposed has yielded better agreement with observations.
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3. No measurements of the variation of flow field with height

have been made here, but qualitative observations show that a) in

the region of complete blocking, the flow is two-dimensional (away

from boundary layer), b) the flow over the obstacle is not accu-

rately two-dimensional, but the variation with height is small

enough to be neglected in a preliminary investigation.
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A Weak Source Disk in a Rotating Fluid

in a Circular Cylinder of Finite Length

J. D. Lin

l. Introduction

Theoretical investigations of a small initial disturbance

on a slowly moving body started from rest along the axis of a

rotating fluid, e.g. Morgah (1951) Stewartson (l952, 1953), show

that the disturbance will set up a Taylor column and ul timately

a steady two-dimensional flow field consistent with the experi-

mental result of Taylor (1922). All investigations are so far

based on the condition of an infinite extent of fluid in the

direction of rotating axis. For most physical problems, this

boundary condition is generally replaced either by a free surface

or by a solid wall. It is of interest to ask whether a Taylor

column could be set up or what kind of flow field would be led

to by the disturbance in the presence of a solid wall normal to

the axis of a rotating fluid. The present st¥dy is an initial

attempt to investigate this problem based on a simple model, a

weak source disk located at one end of a circular cylinder of

finite length containing a rotating fluid initially under solid

body rotation.

~
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2. Analysis

Consider a circular cylinder r

ible and inviscid fluid rotating

i! ::))

containing homogeneous, incompress-

inLtially as a s,olid body about its

own axis wLth an angular velocity JL

Relative to the cyl indrical coordi-

nates ( Ý , e, ~ ) fixed on the '-
Jl

'í= I r

cylinder the linearized equations of

axisymetric motion induced by a weak source flow initially started

from rest on the disk r ~ I at .~ = 0 are

ÒUr
at

"dfl- 1 5l U-e :: - ~

'ô t)e + ::d'L U r - 0

~t
du''ê ôP (l)

== --
ât ô?

and

I ~U.r + "0 ll i! 0-
'at :=

y Õ 'f

l , :i :iwhere P = Y -îY JL

îV(r¡ ~t)? as

Defining a stream function,

- l- QJ
U-)-- r Cl? , LL -r- - i d1j

y- "õ y- (2)
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then (l) may be reduced to1. -i0.. 7- ?\ i/r
D ,ir + 4 n. ~ :: 0ô-tL 'r Ò?i. j

'2 did ;:7-
D:: \'ar7är +Ôi-') (3)

After the solution of ìl is obtained, the velocity component,

Ule ' may be computed from the second equation of (l).
. The initial conditions are u''r -: lÅe -: Uè-;: 0 when

t=-O or in terms of the stream function

ì. (yo r, 0) :: k ì( ('r¡ rJ 0) :: 0 (4)

everywhere in the fluid. The boundary conditions for ~ ~ 0

are prescribed by

u~ ('r) D¡ t) :: 0 ) for o ~ r ~ I ,

Llr (I) ~) t) := 0, for 0 ~ ~ ~ D ~ , (5)

and

u~ (~O)t):. V(i - e--.:S2,ßt) Jo (0( ¿r-) ) for 0- ~ y-.t I J

where 0( .
I

is the root of J, (oq) :. O.

The first two boundary conditions represent the condition

of zero normal velocity at the end of the cylinder, t = ~ , and

on the inner surface, Y"=- I , while the last is the distribution

of the source flow on the disk, '( ~ L , at it = 0 . V and f3

are constants. An impulsive start of the disturbance may be

represented by letting ¡6 tend to infinity.
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The choice of ~ (0( ì. r) is to insure that the total mass flux

across the disk is zero.

Taking the Laplace transform, defined by

.. r -ptt lp) :. ) e t(t) cit , of (3) and using (4), one
o

õ?l¡ _ J. d1l +(1+ 4JL"i) d~1t = 0
õr'i r i1r p'J a'2'¡

has

(6)

while the boundary conditions of (5) become for teC't);-O

LXi- ('r, 'D.J p) '=. 0 for O~'r~1

~r (i) ~J t;) ~ 0 for O~~~J) (7)

and

~ ( _ ) _ 2.SLß f.)L. ~ Y"¡ 0.1 l - ( V .¡ \. o(i r forf ,r+ 2Slß) j o.c r ~ I.

The appropriate solution satisfying (6) and, (7) may be found as

-. VrJ; (oI,r)
'i ( Yj .zi l) = N: .

L

:i.nß
t(t+ '1Slß)

",' ~,Çli~ f('i-D~
~ Vr-'-+4.n__-
l- ¡J v, 'C '!/LI ~.----_--

.¡ p" + 4-.í~':

(8)

then, by the inversion formula, one has

C+l(1

ì¥(~ r, t) ~ V'(~ (0(~r2 ~.)( z n¡3 ,l:_oL~ .. 1\1 r(p-l2iì,.)
c-\.cx

. 0 lS,~ fl'l -U)
S)A' if f ...+ '- Q'b
';~ c:L -p'J

. Jf~i.fl"
(9)

for t '; o.
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An examination of the Bromwich integral will indicate that

there are simple poles at 'P==O, -2(3$1 and :t2.SlÀn.for

ex ') J) "') - 1.n = 1, 2, 3, ... , where ~ = I¡ + ~ ;2. SinceY1 \.' 'n '2 ;ri

o L À ¿, :2 n., the infinite number of simple poles are locatedr. -
between l=t ¿2S2 on the imaginary axis. Then, the contribu-

tions to the integral are all from the sum of the residues from

these poles. Hence, one has

l((iY"ì~Jt)= _ VrJ1 (O(.:r)ri_~ _eX t' L .J

oD_3.¿
r¡ Yt..1

3. Discussion of the Results

i n ßot¿ (:n -~
SJ V P ~+ 4 si

'S ß 0(,: 1)
vp"'+itS1'"

-2. .S,ßt
e

(10)

The solution of (LO) may be reduced to a simpler form for

-I ÌI)" 't1Tr'

~ ('In.).,, t..tà 7 sm J) J
I' (It n:jr-' )(1 + Ì\-; )' '4-0(,; v2. ¡r

the case of an impulsive start of the source flow by (3 -/ co .

The velocity components are then given by

00

Ll2 (r;~t)= V:To (cxi. r) G-~ - ~ L
'f,,(

( ) V:3, (ex l. '() L ~V- r;~)t = ,1) \+2Li'( c:l li=\

and

t' 'yiT'2~2J1Ì1\, Sl 1)
I Y\2rr.. \

"n iJ + 0(:: 1)" )

i-

Yi iT 'è
eA '2 Ç1 ÌI V\ i: c- -=

JYl i- iT..
I + -;;- Ð-'"

L

(11)
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"'

u., (r¡%:it):=,. .lV~ (o(¡,r) rnt+¿& ol. 1) t h~1
L

. .. Yliir
s. :2 52 "'11 t ~ --J

iî C i + .. )
0(; ;p'J

From these velocity components, it is seen that a steady

two-dimensional flow field .cannot ultimately be set up in this

model and the standing waves are -also excited in the cylinder.

The circumferential velocity component, ULg, decreases linearly

with time and tends to reduce the momentum of the fluid in the

cylinder. This phenomenon is due to tha fact that, for this

'particular model, the fluid with a smaller angular momentum is

induced into the central region while the same fluid of higher

momentum is drawn from the outer region. However, u.-.O(u.i-Jlt)

and the linear analysis requires that U-e c:.c Y".. , the distance

of this radial convection, Ur T1 is then very small compared

with the radial dimension of the cylinder. The solution is valid

for all 't:: 0 within the validity of the linearized equations

of motion used in this treatment.
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Baroclinic Instability

Lorenz Magaard a

I) The Perturbation Equation

L

-4
JL

r i

I/-/
H

l
~

We consider a parallel current U(~) l) in x-direction

in a stratifiedl fluid (density f (~) è) ) which rotates with

the constant angular velocity parallel to the z-axis. We assume

fixed walls at and '1 =. L and a finite dep th H We

assume further

~ = 0

d
(j x. =-

o for the mean field. Using the Boussinesq

approximation we have for the hydrostatic balance

ó-
-a: :: -~j

(l)

where l is the mean pressure and ~ the acceleration of gravity

and for the geostrophic balance

lincompressible
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where
-+

1 =- :i In I

I ó-
~ u== - uP 0 -i

H i...

and fo -= L.'H rrJC.~J~)ol~J.~.
o 0

(2)

Eliminating l from (1) and (2) we get the thermal wind

equa t ion

J dUo =.. "dJ .
i Õi! fo ò~ (3)

I I iFor the perturbation terms'L') V ~ W (velocity

components) , ll
i

(pressure) and J (density) the equations

of motion, continuity and incompressibility are

dU-' + U. 'dli + V' 'ail + Wï;ü. _ iv' =-.. 0 p'~ âx d~ ~, Jo ò)l
+ju.' ': -1- ~

fa 'ô ~

.. -1. ò i _ .io fo Ô~ ~ fo

(4)

"",,V' - 'àvl() + u. Ie) ¡(

õt
(5)

(6)

:"du!
I '" '

+ P V +.. - 0 (7)'-
'"x . 'õ~ Ôr

dl
+

I lL -+ w'!l4-ïi "di :- 0 (8)ôt V 'ò~ 'õ? õX

We have used the Boussinesq approximation in (4) and (5) and

the quasi-hydrostatic approximation in (6).
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I

We el iminate f from (6) and
r;--i
'ò ~

x= Lxi '~::L~,) r ;: H r-i ;

- *- Iu.::: -u î., ,
i 'I I.

u. =u; iL, 'l Vl~ u.*vl ;

i i *1'
F :: .l L. v. F 1

to get

from (3) and scale

Lt :: - t,
'\*

W/= RoU.-l t W;

, ~~) Cl (du! V. 'düi -~) I , êiu.f i.(-Vi + )(1 R~ T "ât, + 1 Ò ~l + 1.¡ øl'i 'Ro +' vv (12, R" '; 0 (9)

iJ. + 'dP;) t + (~'Ì¡ + ii Ò Vi.) R~\. 1 Õ ~1 0 òt1 1 ã.)(, :: 0

/

(dili + d \11) RO + -aW'"R~ :: 0dt, "ò~l 0 Ô~1

I ~~L ?/-'(: - ~~.l~ _ 1 WI) 0

(V 0:, ' .. - "U, ~ie- v, F ? R- :: 01 ~~l - Ôr,Õt', 0,& 'Jto v

from these equations we have the Rossby number

r'L~and the Froude number F:: '3 s H""

~Ro = (u

where S:: _.. 'di10 "' it
static stability which we assume to be positive.

We assume

to/ ('!i-(Jt)

'1l~ (Xl ) ~1J r" t1) = Ul (~7 ì 2:1) e

( ) ¿ 0( ('i, - f3 t, )V: (Xi, ~i' =1 l t7) : V, ~1' 7!, e

(lO)

(11)

(l2)

is the
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, t.Ot(-i.-ßt)

w.' (¡(.,i ~1) J!n t,) .. WI (~IJi!,) e

b ( ?)eLQ,(Xi-øt,)
p~ (tp ~p'if) -t,) = r' ~1) ,

and eliminate1., , V1 and \A from (9), (10) and (12) to

get from (11)

fi ) fd:". d (F a .\ . ~ 1 r~ d (FdiIl)~) ~/ +
L (~-,e L ~ + 0"2, Ô~i Fi;- 0( td - f', L õ~~ + or, ;h, IJ . 1\0

'"

+ r .. 'J
l . 'If == 0

2-

"Ro +

We divide by Ro, negleçt terms of order R: with "i ~ 7

(quasi -geostrophic approximation) to get the coeffiçient of

R'o in (13). Rescaling this We get

-i

(U:-C)r~:,. -+l;(r ~:) - k"fJ - l D = 0

D(~') = :; +~ (r ~~); r=G; c= ~¡l ;'+" i:

~~ (t -co t)

f'(t¡~)r,t) = l(~)i?)e .

where

so that

/-';:~~'- The boundary conditions are

V :: 0 at ~ = () and ~ ': L

and

(13)

(l4)

(l5)
r.'
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?=o è = H.

Using the quasi-geostrophic approximation we get

F::O

and

ev:-c.) ti - ;~ F = 0

~::o

~ .0

~ =- i-

(16)

(l7)

r:: H. (18)

Calling fl~)~):: "¥ (~) '!) we have the perturbation equation

Ld:li. d ( dlj) 1_7- 0(il-c) - + - r-. - Y( 4i - 0/ D :. 0ø~). 'ò~ ô2

and the boundary conditions

i.:. 0

and

- ~\, à-
("l -c.) ~ - ~ i. = 0de ôa

If we introduce

~ =

;j :. 0

.~ ::0

LJ

'U-c

~: \.

(19)

(20)

ê$"H (21)

(22)

as a new unknown function we get an equivalent formulation of the

problem (l9) - (2l):
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~ ~1L-c)'.g;J +g (Cu-Sr ~n - t¡"Cu-cll = 0 (23)

q;= 0 at ~ = 0 and ~ :. L (24)

d~ at ~::O and ~ ~ H . (25)
Ò 2-

Equations (l9) - (25) have also been derived by Stern (l963)2

from the law of conservation of potential vorticity.

II) Discussion of the Problem and some ,Stability Theorems

Equation (19) is a self-adjoint elliptic equation because

of r- ~ O. It is in general a singular differential equation.

We have not yet been able to prove the existence of solutions ~

and eigenvalues C of the boundary problem (l9) - (21) in the

general case. But on the one hand we are able to do that for

special cases and on the other hand we can derive useful theorems

without having proved theexistenceo

At first, some definitions: We call i1 (j) ~) unstable with

respect to the wavenumber k if the corresponding equations (19)

('1) ( J
- (2l) have solutions lj ¿ t ~I ii) with eigenvalues

C ('lÙ(k).;: C~")(-b) + i. ct) (1t) with Cr) (~) '; (; for at least

one iì If;¡ (~)?) is unstable with respect to any -Æ , we

call "U (~J'i) unstable.
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Theorem 1 (semicircle theorem): If 'Ü (ì~Fi:) is unstable, then

the inequality

Ley - i (a.+b)J" + C; L. (1 (b-~~-

holds, where a. = min it and b = max iL Thus the complex

('Y)wave velocity C for any unstable mode must lie inside the

semicircle in the upper half-plane which has the range of 1L

for diameter. Especially the inequality

a. f C". ~ b

holds for C'r'

C'L

Cr

Proof: We assume that 1) is unstable, Le. there exlst solu-

J. (~)tions ~ of (23) - (25) with (' ('f)
-L ); 0 for at least one ')

(the index 'Y is left out for the rest of the proof). We

multiply (23) by the complex conjugate ~* and integrate

to get

¡. L

J( r ,J~ií(u_c)~cPl+1*1.(eil-()1.rêi~i-~Yu-ctt~lJ.4d.~ = 0 (26)) L 't ô ~ L 6 ~ J "òr '8 ? ~ J ò
" 0
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Using (24) and (25) we get
r\ L

)) (.;-c):2X-d.~d.f!
o 0

(27)

where X' is the positive definite form

x: - _d cj* ~ CP + r.È d cP +- "k .. A,* A. .- - êi~ ø~ O~ "ò.? 't 'r (28)

We split up (27) in into its real and imaginary part

H i.

H (( i1- c,. /~. ci J X- d. J d. . : 0
o a

(29)

and
HL

c¡ H (iL - C,.):t J~d.¡o = 0 .
dO

(30)

Because of Ci, t 0 we have

¡~ L. H L
Cy)f:t l~,h = if 11:t J~ a. (3l)

and from (29) and (3l) we get

H i. H L
(c; Hi) ));C J.~ J. = H ü:;t cJ ~ L~.

o 0 0 0
(32)
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Now H G H L
0= r). (u-a.)(u.-b):: ol~lt ~ ~) u~x- ol~cL2-- (33)o 0 ~ a¡. L ¡. i.

-La +'0) fJ .¡ ìt J.~ cL;; + a. b Jf X- cl~ ,L",=

líu

= f(C;+c~) - (H b)c., t Ilb1 J) X" d.~ h.
(J 0

Thus we have

c~ T- cl - C Q + b) c)" + a. b ~ 0 (34)

which is equivalent to ~ ~
C cr - ~ (a.+ b) J 1- c: == (i (b -a.)J

(35)

which had to be provedo

This semicircle theorem was first given by Howard (1961)

for the case v. = 'Ü f.r). Eckart (1963) has shown that it is

also valid for compressible media.

'du
Theorem 2: If 'a2- = 0 at r=O and ~= Hand if.D$ 0 a neces-

sary condition for 1. (~/1!:) to be unstable is that 1) (~-è) changes

its sign in the interior of the fluid.

'*
Proof: We multiply (l9) by the complex conjugate 0/ and integrate

using (20) and (21) to get
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rì L

(( (d'- Ò1J*+r òl/ "di¡l +i'Ltp'l*)JiAa.è +
)) ò~ ô~ ~ 0:; çJ
o 0

(36)

K L

( (' l¡ ip* 1)+ ,- 'C)) ÌI- Cr- L (.'o (I

J.d d. ~ ~ 0

The imaginary part of (36) is

H i.( (
C L ) )

(; 0

Il 11.*-1\'l 'f' J. 'd..- a.d ê = Q.
(v. - (y) "'. C~

(37)

Because of C, 7 0 it follows
t.

H Ld (

) )
o 0

lj l¡*.I i 1, _ -:_'-; Q _ ~ a. :: :: 0

l'1-C,.ltCc
(38)

which can only be satisfied if 1) changes its sign in the interior

of the fluid.

Theorem 2 was given by Stern (l 963) 2 and is an extension of

Rayleigh's theorem (see Lin (1955)).

Theorem 3: IfOU.-: 0 ,. H d 'du:d ~ at r : an 'a :æ
has no zeroes at ë = ()

a sufficient condition for '1 to be stable is D;: l)

Proof: We mul tiply (l9) again by ~* and integrate using (20),

(21) and J) == 0 to get
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L L
'*r( di¡¡~ li Î \\ J (f d4l* dlV
c reo) d2- ~? òu. J a.~:: )irio) Òë ò~

~. (Jo è:ro ~) ct~ +Ôi! 2:0

(39)

14 i.

+ ff(~~ if +r ~ ~ + lto/fJ cL~ tti'.

""
. From (39). we see that C is real, i. e. C. is real so that

'\ is stable.

Theorem 3 was given by Stern (l 963) 1 .

In case of.1= 0
ãr

if "-~ =0"

If al so r ': r
o

ul =
'i:: Cl

= canst. we can

the problem (l9) - (21)

- 'du I
'\0 -: cons t . and ã' ::

.:0
find the explicit

beconies separable

C..- ,
Cl'U \

, a~ 1 := const.
solution, and

eigenvalues of the problem to be

~~) (~) %-) -k) = ACrt)CJ.p r:h (~- H)bU ¥ ia (40)

A C'tl) 'Y "ir:l)where is an arbitrary constant and ~; :. ~Cl (-h:it -r,

and

C(fl) (k) = C;~) (~) :: Ú(J + (;~)o cbh:~ H (41)

III) Marginal Instability

If one knows that a field 11: (~) l!) is stable one would

like to know some more on the "degree of it's. stability". There-

fore one tries to find out if there is a small variation of
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izCd ;'?) so that the varied field is unstable.. If there is such

a variation of u(~;~) we call U(~Îz.) marginally unstable.1\ .
We define that as follows: Astable field 'íL'ç;2) is

said to be marginally unstablel if there is a function ;;(~)&ljL)

and a real number ¡U~1 with the following properties:

l) u( l1.::¡íJ) is at least twice differentiablé with
oj

respect to P' at)--;: 0

2) f¡ii :u (~/¡::if') -= ~ l~/=-)

P--l Ò

3) For u.('j/è:;jk) there are solutions of (19) - (2l)

4/';) (~.1 ~ ) ~~lJ) and eigenvalues CC'rì\ k ¡fL)
4) ~ / tp (t'-1) l (ln r)~ ;: ~ C.ff)0 C.M)7f:= Q (t't)?-

P-~ 0 \.

and

Î. '. ("l) /' AtM J) '(~1~. '- C A, ; /A'). c.;. '( ~ )

/,J..-.,)
-r. (l'ì 1\ (FI')

41 and C are the solutions and eigenvalues ofwhere

5)

(l9) - (2l) for the stable field

Cr'')(*: r/)~)): 0 for 0 ¿l- ~1 for

!. I \'UllaJ?)'

at least one -n .

A field, which is marginally unstable with respect to any k,

will be called marginally unstable 0

A stable field 1i (~j r) which is not marginally unstable will

be called very stable.

lwith respect to the wave number ~
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iv) The Stability of FieldslÁ(~I~) for which 1) =0

We assume

/I
ÔÛ~= 0 at :; .= H ()~and Ô i! ;: 0 at

A

Z-;: O. According to theorem 3 we know that these ü.('j):)

are stable because of.: =: O. We shall now try to find out

whether these fields are marginally unstable or not. For

that purpose we assume to have a ii(~) ~~) satisfying the con-

dition III) l) - 4). (In following the index /l'will be left

out. ) We mul tiply (19) by
*"~ and integrate using (20) and (2l)

and take the imaginary part of the result to get

L

j, '* ci"U. \

'C, / rio) 'l lj -.~.o l ._
(¡¡ - Cy f+ C~ ~

'i ./

H L

( ( 41 'l:J)C~ do ~ ~ -e

)) ('U - C'r) t C L
o 0

(42)

"

We split up the integral on the right-hand sideo£ (42) into

two parts:

U:: C,.-t E.2, ~ /'

iI=- C.. ~
,; :: Cr- £1 -A

2:

t..l
¿
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The first part is taken over the region between the curves

1l ""L., + E.i and iL:, C\- - £1 ' which we shall call C The

other part is taken over the rest K The value of £ is

chosen so that in the region C the coordinate transformation

- / 'Y ~ 1) l~)~),l)- C..

5 " )t~(~rd~
(43)

is unique where ~ -= t L ~) is the curve ;; _ i"
,;. - _-t

Thus we get for

the right-hand side of (42)

--í (f'
u. .:: C". C - r:

'r '-1

'l Lt+ D_

I V (il"

C'i. d..¡ d.s -

(- C)"l C '21)- .. + t
(44)

- ~)
'R

4' Ll* D q d.~ d..i!_"¡ ).
("¡-C~ + C~

We expand (44) with respect to ~ and write down the terms

up to the first order in r :

/: I

1- D I ds J"" + .. .t
i

A 2-

-iT
A )~

41
(45)

)\78.\ 'f lJ:= 0

11 :;C
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Thus (44) is positive for C") L ¡U, , if (45) is positive, where

)Ji is a convenient jJ l O. Thus we get from (42) the fol-

lowing

at r = 0 ,

A necessary and sufficient condition
..~

for which 1) =- 0 and ~~ : 0 at z- =H

to be marginally unstablel is that there exists a

for afield
~ II
ni:

and a a. ). 0

Theorem 4:
"
Ü. (~)?) ,

function 1) (~) T.J~) , which satisfies the conditions III) 1) .;' 4)

and al so the inequal i ty

A 2-

\ ,:e.i
a :. ê(';)(*.)

1R '1 d.s ¿o
(j ¡u

¡U "" 0

(46)

for at least one IV .

Theorem 4 was given by Stern (1963) 1 .

If the curve
~, A(fI )(¿)
1. :: C. I' does not intersect the ground '!: 0

we get from (42) and (45) using. (21)

d C/¥I)CÆ)~--" ::
Op.

)J ;: 0

(' /\..\\7a\-1~1 dt.
-if (ll óp.. \-,'" ) 1\ ('t)fl /4=0
~~---~

i. _( ~cl
reo)) íHi '1

o '8i"f
2- :to

(47)

lwith respect to
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We shall now try to get fúrther conclusions from theorem" 4:

We take
/I

'U (~/ti;i) =UlHJ z.) +"M u.1 (~) 2-) . (48)

So we have satisfied III) l) and 2). We chao se u.l ~)&)

so that the corresponding 117 is negative definite. We

have then fulfilled (46) because of II I "" D1 .
Ôi ¡; p,::.o

So we get the

A
Theor~m 5: A field U. ~ Z!) for which 1)= 0 and

Ci ¡:
and dê' '? 0 at ?-:: 0 is marginally unstable if there exists

a function "I,CyJ::) which has a negative definite corresponding

J)1 and which satisfies the conditions III) 3) and 4).

~¡hi. _ 0
Ôi- - at r= H

V) Concluding Remarks

We cannot be satisfied at this state of development of

the theory. The thing most lacking is an existing proof for the

solution of (l9) - (2l). We should be able to make it in the

case J)!! O. The case J) '$ 0 which leads in general to a sin-

gular equation (19) will require a more intensive and careful

treatment, Having proved the existence one will probably never

be able to find the expl icit solutions and eigenvalues but perhaps

one can succeed in finding more general criteria for stable or

unstable modes.

The theorems l) - 3) do not need the existence proof, but

the theorems 4) and 5) do, The theorems 1) - 3) particularly 2)

and 3) are rather special ones so the further treatment mentioned

above is very necessary.
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Internal Waves with Stratification

and an Inclined Rotation Vector

P.B. Rhines

Abstract

The effect of an inclined rotation vector on internal waves

has been considered by Phillips (1963) and others. This paper in-

vestigates the response of a similar system, with botp horizontal and

vertical mean density gradients, to wave-like perturbations. Gravity

waves are found, for reàlistic values of the parameters, to dominate

the system, with some few exceptions. (Shear interactions with the

waves are neglected.) Stability characteristics of the system are

al so considered.

Phillips (1963) and others have considered the propagation

of inertial waves in a homogeneous incompressible fluid, when the

rotation vector Jl is not vertical. The frequency of such waves

is determined by the component of Jl along the propagation direction,

hence the waves are anisotropic. When reflection from a plane sur-

face occurs, the linearity of the equations requires that the fre-

quency remain the same. This reflection must therefore take place

about the direction of Jl or its perpendicular, rather than about

the surface normal.

Since the projection of the wavenumber on the boundary must be

conserved through the reflection, the incident and reflected waves will
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,generally have different wavenumbers. As a result energy is trans-

ferred between wavenumbers at the same frequency.

In Fig. 1 the reflected wavenumber ~ is plotted with respect

to the direction of the reflectea waveo Near 900, the projection of

~_I

Æ becomes small and', ÉeFan inviscid system, its magnitude goes

to 00
r

magnitude of
incident
wavenumber

n-

(magnitude of reflect~d
wave no.vs. it's direction)

Figure 1.

The behavior of internal waves in a more general system will

be considered hereo With account taken of density stratification, a

result more representative of the oceans would be expected. And

since the de~sity gradient changes greatly with depth, the propaga-

tion and reflection of waves near the bottom might differ from that

near the surface. The presence of different reflection laws at sur-

face and bottom could in turn produce energy trapping in regions of

the ocean.

The inviscid equations considered take account of small mean

horizontal and vertical density gradients and an inclined rotation
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vector. The Boussinesq approximation is made, so that density

variations in the momentum equations will be considered only in the

buoyancy terms. If the z~axis is taken vertically, with SL in the

yz-plane, the equations of motion are then

.È~ -t Ò IT +OUJ_ = 0ox, ô~ 'ò"i
ò~ +u.0LL _ ÀU' + fJ u. =
'0 t: Ò )(

(l)

i -le
- (5 'Ox: (2)

Ov +LloU- +ÀLL
?:t ô X

'OUf ~_ + i.i.:i,r --p_ lJ..
ê) 1: Cì ìÍ.

i âe.
== - t 'ôlJ

! O'~.~_..__~
- \ ò?:

(3)

1\

~. 3 f (4)

Where the hydrostatic pressure has been removed, the non-linear

terms not involving LL have been dropped, since the perturbation

velocities are to be small, and

À = 1. SL s. e) p:: 2 Jl ~ e ~ and t =- f (i + f )

( 9 is the angle from .-r. to the horizontal.)

The motions of the fluid will be considered adiabatic, and

the fluid incompressible so that

í5 ('~, A + u.li\) T U-££ +W d~ ~ 0\ "at -ax 'd '. Ò 2-
w

(5)

The existence of a mean horizontal variation of density requires

a mean shear of the ~ velocity. The y- and z-momentum equations

give
ÀOVJ_tl ô~--..~-õ? "p a\.

II

__, LJ Ó I&. :: í 3,f: ~"" '. ôt.õ~.i:J \. (,

(6)

(7)
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for the mean flow, since

d (Ò:P) '; (or)'
~ 'àê = C)~ ~

- -~~

where l' is the hydrostatic pressure.

Equations (6) and (7) give the shear of U. required to

make the system statically stable; thus the retention of the

â
u. 'ã terms in the basic equations is necessary. The inter-

action of the shear with the system will, however, be neglected

by assuming a large mean flow V so that

,

u. = 15+ u. + €) ~ + €" ~

and the non - linear terms

lA Ó u.aX )
u.~)

ô)'
tL OW

Ô:t

""

Du.~\ aX.

will be approximated by

v Ou.
ox.

V "dv-ôx.
.. # to . ., ..

and then eliminated by adopting the substantial time derivative:

.D
::t i + vl. .- òt Ô':

This corresponds to redefining time with respect to a translating

origin. If exponential density profiles are chosen so that

I ,- õ-'_ oP ~ L ~ are constant, the equations will all have
ë -a f õ~
constant coefficients.
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A wave-like perturbation in three dimensions,

ex: p i (r: t + k x. + .. ~ + m ~)

will be assumed. If the equations are then solved for (j ,

we find

(-(fl' +£ 2) N-' +.!Wi N; - (1.)) + Wi À)'- Jcr3 cr ;i+ -k:¡Ti~+rn~
+

(8)

+ i. .p N; (i.jJ + wlA)

k\YY.,....~
.- 0

where
--.!~-:N-i
l õi! ê and -9 df

P ~
(N?: is the Väisälä frequency, if the compressibility of the

fluid is neglected.)

The frequency of the motions with respect to a fixed

observer is then

*6=CJ-,%lJ

Some special cases of this result will now be considered.

If only vertical density stratification is considered, NLt:: 0 and

1J may be set equal to zero, giving
*'S=(J. If also the

waves do not depend on X , k = 0 , and we have

o-,-i = cr '- =
R.~N: + (~p + Y' Àt

J. 2+ vyi
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This is conveniently reduced to

-i ::
Õ :: N~ ~2f + (9)

(See Fig.2)

(¿ . 0 ' . t! ' À . )~ ~=- k..1 +-- J i. + m J j' ~ = 2. J ~ +"2 l 3

The first or Väisaiä term is strongest in the horizontal

direction; the inertial term is determined by the component of

5t along the propagation direction. The orders of magnitude

t"2- - gof the terms may be compared; in the second term If ..H.. :: 4' 10 ,

The density is largely temperature determined, with an equation

of state f:= tø ( 1- 0( T).

~
I

k-
)13(.) ),'.

~iY)

li (-l)

y

Figure 2.
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Then

9 ~.-
T J~ -

.!~~dTeò Q d t or wi th

-6
0( =qì/ 10

(Eckart 1 1960)

of 1 a Ikm.

values of from iO-3 to 10-4 for

Knowledge of the values of 0(

the upper 2000 meters of the sea.
dT

and -- at extreme depths is not

rel iable, but there would seem to be no widespread occurrence

of values of Nl-ê. less than iO-7.

small values of (' ::: )

The stability frequency would thus be dominant except for

Nlo ,.It is found that for %- :: 10-5

and JL near the vertical, the waves must be travelling within

about 30 of the vertical, for inertial motions to prevail. At

this attitude, however, the reflection conditions mentioned

earlier require the reflected wavenumber to be very near zero,

and the amplitude of the waves similarly near zero. Practically

speaking, therefore, waves are reflected about the surface normal

except possibly in restricted bottom areas where the density

gradient is extremely small.

The particle velocities are found by taking axes based on

the propagation direction, and solving the original equations for

U. :. u. (i.) (V' is now normal to It in the zy-plane, and i. normal
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to both l and u- ). We get

u.== :iLV (i

'" -. i IT L wJ c="'l i
i l 4-..~Ó

. Hence pure vertical waves (Ni:- 0) are circularly polarized,

N; Cb ~ ~J V'-

Õ2.

and have circular particle paths. In general the paths are ellipses;

clearly, for typical values of N", and 51 , u. ¿.. i. and the ellipses

degenerate almost to straight lines. Since the fluid is incompressible,

the continuity equation

~ u. +..V' + rn w - (ft i 'i)'= 0

requires that the waves be transverse. The particles move in plane

sheets oriented normal to fi .

The motivation for including a horizontal density gradient is

to try to balance the dominant effects of the vertical gradient.

Letting rv; f 0 aiid U:f 0 , but with k = 0 still, we have

cr'2:: N; C/~qJ' + Ltst cdS -

2-

lmNi
..:i +W\ ~

i.

1.1'2"2 (\?. ~ ( _N~ ";~,21O
=IV~(!~ + y...l..C' à - .. --ri ì

It is possible for N~ to balance N~ if

N,7-

N~ '~ c.oT cp
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However this merely moves the narrow "window" for inertial

waves away from the vertical; it remains narrow. If, for example,

') 1-
NtA :. J. tv?' ' the inertial effects dominate in a 40 sector at
.. 10

about 850 from the horizontal. Reflection of these waves by a

horizontal plane is now possible, since the reflected wavenumber

does not go to zero as in the previous case.

Some interesting considerations arise from the above cases.

:a

If AI~ in eq. (9) is slightly negative (unstable stratification)

rotation may keep the system stable for some wavenumbers. If we

then let Ò = ~ (horizontal rotation vector) and if

4 .n~

IN: i
) 1

the system is stable to disturbances in any direction. Physically,

one would reason that a displaced particle of fluid initiating

instability would be deflected around by the Coriolis force, and

stability would result.

We may also consider the system
~

cr~ :: f'~.w '- f

obtained by setting N = 0 and letting Jl approach zero whilet
À Qiithe product · "ò ir is kept large enough to maintain zero-order

stability. We see that the sys tem is stable for waves propagating

in quadrants I and III of the yz-plane, and unstable for quadrants

II and iv assuming the density increases as y increases. (See Fig.3)
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'2

~ /; stable

stable

~

Figure 3.

2:

f !1 l+df

-k (unstable)- "

lqpi
-'

(~fJ~i'.
! (stable)

Figure 4.

In Fig. 4, a particle displaced upwards from the propagation

axis in the first quadrant comes into a region of lower density and
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A
experiences a force downwards of magnitude "~ l' The pressure

gradient along l , due to the motion is given, from eqs. (3)

and (4), by

ò ' Ô /
c: l sÄ CP + .! t. f =u ~ "õæ

i ~ + WI ~'. = _ r r 1 (it t Vu;) to) (UI,. + 1fw,)+ ~"'f Jl-ll ~
Since tir+mW==Ol

the force along ~ due to this gradient becomes just

3 f SÅ ?
and the net restoring force is transverse; the particle is drawn

back to its original po~ition. Similarly, in the case of inertial

waves, the component of the Coriol is force along the propagation

direction is just balanced by the induced pressure gradient.

If, on the other hand, '* is in quadrants lIar iV, a

particle displaced upwards is lighter than its surroundings, and

con.tinues to riseo

If eqo (8) is written as

0-"+ o.cr + i b = 0

where Cl ¿ 0 generally, the roots are given by

Jj t1f/b - 0. W-~ - ~1t/6tr = W e + 3 " e
.J $1T/c -~w-!i -N/6

OJ ;; W3e. +.3 e
t1 = - ~ C w ~ - -g- W -~ J
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where W ~ L - ; +¡f-f9~J

Here ~ :: - a; and 03 is pure imaginary.

Generally

) b ) ¿ ~ \a,\

so that, after some manipulation, the roots become approximately:

(See Fl-g. 5)

07 '-- CL - 1- i
:i - a.

,

~ = - v- 0-
1 bî -=

a;
t ~ (a. '0)= -
- 0.

cr

(ó*: tJ- k 1J)

q
~.. (i..A.)

stable
Î

tJ'r

(Lh)
,./-~...

a; ~~
unstJble

Figure 5

Thus the real parts of OJ and cr (the frequency) are the same

as we obtained before (with the addition of dependence on l. ) and
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the imaginary parts are:

, i\ .. I6'1. =t) = -3:
k N~).(Æ)J+mÌi)

(/z"2+J.:')N;; - i&\ N'1?. t (Jp +YY).yl

and

. .\ l.~ ~ -10'2.

-i
Even though tV ~ is generally considered muchsinaller than

, the magnitude of the imaginary parts can still exceed thatN~~

of the real parts.

The system is, therefore, unstable due to the simultaneous

presence of rotation, horizontal density stratification, and propa-

gation of waves in the x-direction ( K,f.o ). The imaginary parts

change sign if either J1 . f¿ or N"J
~

change sign. Then ~ and

0; (overstable roots) become stable and ~ represents non-

oscillatory growth 0 Note that changing back to fixed coordinates

merely changes the frequency by Æ 11 ; the growth parameters are

unaffected.

When the dominant density variation is vertical and the

rotation small, ý.J have

i
,-l. -: _.L
ui - 2.

).

k. Ny (,t¡. +m À)

- (l(~i7.) N;
(lO)

If the rotation rate is large, however,
')

1rNH
(.Rp.+ fY ') )

i
L -;

6, -1.
:L (11)
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and where slight rotation i.s necessary to destabilize the system

in (lO) an increased rotation rate tends to stabilize the system

in (11).

The physical situation for the instability is not clear;

presumably it might arise as in the second special case where the

sign of the Coriolis force would determine whether overstability

or pure instability occurred.

Conclusion

The motivation for this work was to find whether or not the

influence of the dominant stability of the ocean on internal wave

propagation is balanced by other effects. It has been suggested

that the inclusion of the shear interaction with the waves might

have produced more conclusive results than this analysis reveals.

It is hoped that some physical reasoning may justify 
the instability

considered in the last section.
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Radiative Structure

of Sound and Shock Waves

Robert Stein

I. Introduction

Radiation effects on the propagation of sound and shock

waves are significant at high temperatures such as occur in stars

and behind shock fronts in interstellar matter.

The upper chromosphere and corona of the sun are hotter

than the underlying layers and are heated by acoustic waves.

A broad frequency spectrum of waves is generated by turbulent gas

motions but only certain frequencies are propagated through the

atmosphere. Observed oscillations in the solar atmosphere have

periods of about 300 sec. The limits of the pass band depend upon

the interaction of radiation with the medium.

Shock waves occur in pulsating (variable) stars. They are

observable only to the extent that they modify the radiation from

the star, so that the relation between shock structure and radia-

tion is essential for understanding what .is happening in the star.

Shock waves occur also in collisions of interstellar gas clouds

and in supernova explosions. In these cases radiation acts primarily

to cool the region behind the shock front.

In the following pages I will first review the general nature

of the interaction of the radiation field with matter and then con-

sider its effects on sound and shock waves.
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II. The Radiation Field

The radiation field interacts with matter through emission and

absorption photons and generation of a radiation pressure. For the

fluid media, the absorption of photons ,acts as an energy source and

their emission as an energy sink. Let us call the net rate of energy

transfer from the radiation field to the fluid per unit volume

Qr absorption - emission
ergs

cm3sec

Then the energy conservation equations for the fluid and the radiation

field are:

oe +\7.T Qy
Fluid=

õ-L ..
(2.1)

oe'( F
- Q'f Radiation-+\j. '( ==ãt -

where e and:r are the energy density and flux of the fluid and ey

and ~yare the energy density and flux of radiation. In a steady

state the energy equation for the radiation field reduces to

V. F.. = - qy- (2.2)

and for steady-state problems it is often convenient to express the

radiation-matter interaction in terms of the radiative energy flux.

Consider now the radiation field in some detail in order to

derive explicit expressions for the rates of emission and absorption

and the radiative energy flux.
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The radiation field can he described -most simply by the distri-

bution function of photons in phase space.

f'¡ (! I ßJ t) rt!, d y d. n.

number of photons in the frequency interval

( Vi y + d. V ), in c: ~ at Y. , moving in-
A

the direction )L , in a beam of solid angle

dJl, at time t

The absorption of photons is determined by the opacity per ùnit length

)c = l/photon mean free path

so that the fractional change in the number of photons on traversing

an element of distance ~S in a given direction is

cif _ _ I( ~ S

.t
(2.3)

The distance, in units of the photon mean free path, is called the

""L '.optical depth

d:t = )( d.s

r.
L1i. = r1- K d. 5

i

(2.4)

Thus,

r:L;ie-t
We can now derive an explicit expression for the distribution

function by the following physical argument 0 The number of photons

at a given point moving in a given direction, f ('i, ~), is the sum

S (""L /)of contributions due to the emission from all elements behind
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A
the point considered ( in the direction - p. ), with each separate

contribution, diminished by absorption according to f = fo e - î~

Thus, the distribution function (either monochromatic or integrated

over frequency) is
dJ

f (~I fl) = i S(tl)e -i-'d t'l
o

(2.5)

where the integral is from J! along the direction
'"-~ to oc and

where S is the rate of emission of photons. A photon of frequency

)) has energy h y , so the flux of radiative energy is

Ff., = ) h \J C f v (~ i A) p. í. J n. d V (2.6)

Hereafter, I will be considering the special case of plane parallel

flow

ci r

¡; := CI e

d.f' "" pd.L
'L

The distribution function is then

f(tP.) = (S(~') e -Ct¡') cI " p. ;; 0-ø ,.../~ (L-~) I
.pet; po): - S S l4f') e - P: d.: 1)J ~ 0

't

and the radiative flux is

'P(1:) =: S ~ y c f)) (1'; M )).dfd f ~ .y

= 2íi f"ti (1:/) 5:; ('í-:t') d. ¡;'

- -;'1f" .GC~') ~~(-rI_1: )d.!"

(2.7)
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where we have used the exponential integral functions

i

E () ( -X/p ri -z. dn )( :: J e j. P-
o

and where :L:. Shvc 501\1 is the energy source function, (the rate

of emission of energy per unit volume).

Now consider the rates q,£ absorption and emssion of energy.

Since the energy of a photon of frequency "Y is :h-v and ols/d.t = C

the rate of absorption of en~rgy is

A '" f oJ Sl r cL V (~ h vet. )- ( e'ta s )C..rf\ '3 s e.-c.

We have integrated over all photon directions, and frequencies to get

the total rate. Substitute the explicit expression for

A - II ic (í n vc. S d. y)e. -' d: ci S1

_ i( í í :L e _1: d. T clSl- Ie rr ;ie. -t1r J... d.n.

-1: ;)
= If íj Ie r tc ~ ll~ r~ J'( -: 4 iT Ie J" (2.8)

or in one-dimensional form
"t I t" -t J

A .. \( S ).1 e - b:;) 1i d.,o d:i;'
-00 ()

-Ie r r i. e-0";t)-; iiiL t"'

:. Ie r~ E, (i r'-1:I) d.1:J: Z l( J
-()

(2.9)
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where J = 1/11 r h y C td. it . -¡is called the mean intensity

and is the average total rate of energy tr,ansport through a point

by.photons. Thephysi.cal interpretation of J" is as follows:

The mean total rate of energy transport through a point is pro-

portional to the rate of emission of energy by each volume element

which is k' ~ d.? r. This radiation falls off as l/r'2 and is

- t' 1"at.t,enuated ,as e where i- is the optical distance from the

given point to the volume element emitting the radiation. The

product is integrated over the whole volume and the average value

i.s obtained by dividing by i. 7(

From this physical picture, one can see that the rate of

emission of energy in a given direction per unit volume is

)( ~

Thus the total rate of emission of energy is

E =y.irKQ.

In local ther~odynamic equil ibrium, which I shall assume throughout

this paper

£TII;L = 7l (2. LO)

so

c-4-Ko-T* ( ~Y'1s )C/3 .S (2.11)

Thus the rate of energy transfer from the radiation field to the

fluid is
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r ( e- -r 3 J
Q'f~A-E. ::11(lKL)KTtl &l1l~d:'( _TL+ (2. l2)

(For further discussion of radiation field seeChandrasekhar,

Stellar Structure, Chap. V, Dover.)

Finally, we derive the perturbation of C;" due to a tempera-

ture perturbation in' the medium. (ref. Spiegel, Ap~. J., 126, 202" (57)).

Consider a disturbance to the steady state temperature distribution,

and let
T (! ) t) :: To l.~) f' e (~Jt ) ,

where e("! t) is the fluctuation in the temperature, and assume

I e J £.' To . We can then linearize the expression for Q'( in

the disturbance a For any quantity f , set

fCX)i)::r (y.)+ ~fo SIX t).. To - o~ l_J .
The steady-state condition is one of radiative equilibrium, that

is, no net heat transfer; therefore

e ~ 'lo-
ll if Y' ?T'Ïl: )K'ø Toll

d. 3 Y'

Then the perturbation of Q'f

Q ;=. i b () K ( r ko ~3 e

.. f( Ò 1(0 e -1\0 f ~ ~Q e J..s) r t( e _'tø ,l:1 rJ'+ If 'dTD 6~ I) ~Tf y1.

is
e-7: d.3'r _ ..J e
i.ì1y~ 0

(2.13)

The first term above is the perturbation of the mean intensity

received at a point, the second term is the local emission loss,
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while the last term is the effect of the perturbátion of the opacity Ie .

For the special case of an infinite homogeneous steady state, i.e.

í" = tc = \Co = constant

t'ò - k: ø "f

and,

0( ..
ô tee
nTo

-- constant,

we have -K'f -3 e-kr , J
Q; = '(1i1Ef It e ;If ~i" d. ,. - s + .0(; 5 (e - k:f (; d. y ~ 41f 'f" t!.,

::
where a; = llø \(ø ci To Take the Fourier transform of the temperature

fluctuation

e'(~it) =) ~ (~)t) e ilS'!d,:l5

i. e. analyze it into space harmonics. Then, the Fourier transform of

the perturbed energy source Q l"f is

F: T. r G?~ (& it) J ~ - (j ( K) ~ (~¡ t)

.. ( k,,..1 I".)cr(~)::Cf 1- K lOJ 1( (2. l4)

where to first order the absorption coefficient perturbation has no

effect, (the perturbation in the absorption coefficient K is just

balanced by altered emission). Thus
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K (t.)
e - ~o Y'::Kø l.llyl (2..15)

f =. lb ~k'oío'J

There oare two limiting cases:

a) Long m f I~ l l( -? 0

This is the case of an optically-thin fluctuation; that is,

,the, characteristic dimensions of the fluctuation are much smaller

than the photon mean free path.

0; R ~ - i' cr3(~), Qr -? -qj e

d- (1\) -l of i

And we have Newton's law of radiation. In this case~ equilibrium

(damping of the fluctuations) is reached almost entirely by

emission losses.

b) Short Y't P ¡ I( -- 00

This is the case of an optically-thick fluctuation. Then

expanding a- (~) or K (~)

cr(~) -- (~) k~

Q~ ~ -(~)V2-ê
This is a diffusion equation, i. eo the photons escape by random

walk, damping is by diffusion and self-absorption if significant.
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III. Radiative Damping' of Sound Waves

Radiation transfers energy from the hotter condensations of

the sound waves to the cooler r,arefactionsandthus tends to have a

. damping effecto There are two limiting cases when the radia.tion does

not. .damp the sound waveso If the oscillations are too rapid to permit

the ,temperature fluctuations to be smoothed out, (Leo the heat

developed in a compression does not have time to escape), then the

cycle is adiabatic and the work done in producing a given co~pres-

sian is recovered in the expansiono If the period of the motion is

long, the heat escapes as it is produced and no temperature fluctua-

tions can develop 0 The cycle is now isothermal and again no energy

is dissipated. The difference is that in the isothermal case the

pressure fluctuations are less for a given volume changeo

In the intermediate case, when the period of the oscillations

is neither so long that the temperature remains constant nor so short

that heat cannot escape, the work expended in producing a given com-

pression goes partially into heat which escapes via radiation to the

colder regions thus dissipating energy" Then the work done in a

compression is not completely recovered in a rarefaction and the waves

are damped.

A. Basic Equations

Let us consider small disturbances in a homogeneous inviscid

fluid in uniform motion with velocity l,-
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i

l. := t¿ -l il

,

P = fa 4- t

p = /"0 + f'

7= To4T'

Since the variat.ions, ,are much less . than the, mean values , the equa-

tions..ofmo.tion.can. he lineariz,ed. Consider the. equations in a
-

coordinate system moving with the fluid so t4 ': O. Then..

Ô i du..'
ò~ + ('0 d ~ J .;. 0

iQu.~ i a 0'--=-fø~
(3.1)

i-aT' ôu.' d (i òT') ,
to Cv -'Qt + ¡Oo 'ò~j:= ?Jl(j 110 DXj + Q ,

f' = ~ f' -l R fo T'. ft)
i

where Q radiative heat exchange rate per unit volume. We have

seen tha t

0' (!,+.) ~ 1'. Cy 'b r r (! -~', t) T' ('l', t) J.3'f'

e -k I 
!Sl ;

X (š.) :. \( r4 iT)'''! l i'i .. ~ (1.)

= l~ KClT-'
, ~ to C~

(3.2)

where C4i.J ': 1: -t is the inverse of the radiative cooling time, and

(KJ :; L -I is the inverse of the photon mean free path. Eliminating

the velocity gives the equations for the propagation of a small
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disturbance in an inviscid fluid,

ô""3. _ B. a i ~'
'òt~ ta -ax-I

-a2.rlR po d)lj%. :: 0
(3.3)

where

gl i:: ..., 1t +.£ + k ~ -.¡ i
"at c..to at: p"cv e òXJ).

k L.: lis the thermomactric conductivity.pCv

Henceforth, we will neglect heat conductivity, which is similar

to radiative heat transfer in the limit of long wavelength.

Take the Fourier transform of the equations,

.(C~/t)= If (~)t) e t~.~d.JK~

and

F. -r fe/If Cv J = - cr (K) T (~)t")

where I K'.. __-I Ii )
d-lK)::!f L1- k - LWn it"

The resul t is:

'& ..

~l;z 1-

-aT =
"â

Y. :l":2. 10 '" + k' R fa , ;: ()K e;t

to dP _ cr(k) T
('Ó CV õt:

Differentiating the lst equation with respect to t and substitutingòp "-
for 'õt ' eliminates t and gives

~: (~~ +d-) ~'J + (yft + 0-) ~¡ T · 0
(304)

This has periodic solutions of the form

T (K J) =1' (~l 0) e iwt ..
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and we get the Dispersion Relation

. 3 ~. ('f i=b ) i"., _ 'Po i." - 0-IW -(fW +/W ,- ,+v - r' -to fø (3.5)

B. Space Damping

First we will investigate the space behavior of the sound

waves for given real frequency W 0 In general l\ will be complex,

k = l- + j ~:i' The real part gives the wavelength and the imagin-

ary part, the damping distance. Consider the conditions necessary

for undamped propagation, K --o.I Then the real and imaginary

parts of the dispersion relation must vanish.

a-(-w')+ ~ K~). 0
fo

j~(-W~., 2! k~)=O
t"

These equations have two solutions:

a) l\'i =: ( fo ,) w'" )
t ./Oc

cr_O

so either 9r =- 0 or

This is the case of small radiation losses, Cf.e-i Wand the

K = O.

motion is adiabatic.

b) k~ = (;0 ) w") w = 0

This is the case of large radiation losses, ir ~ ~ Wand the

motion is isothermal.

An alternative way of looking at these limiting cases is to
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consider the limits

a) i ~ 0) o-,.c u.) small radiation losses

. .3 . (t 100 ) i. a. -- 0so - i W + i W - 'I -
ttJ

i. (to ') 1-K = ~ W unless w::oand

b) large radiative damping

so

and K'2=(~)W~

In both cases there is no energy lasso The radiation either has no

effect or keeps the medium isothermaL. The work done in producing a

given compression is recovered in the expansion since pressure is a

function of densityo In general the radiation will damp the oscilla-

tions since it will transfer heat irreversibly from a hotter to a

cooler region increasing the entropyo The amount of damping depends

on the ratio W/9: , which is the

gain further insight

radiative cooling time)period.

We can by considering two other limiting

cases: (refo Rayleigh, Theory of Sound)

a) K ;;,. k.
This is the limit of optically-thin fluctuations" Here, d-~ 45

(Newton i s law of cool ing), and
..

J~'2 = ,'~'~
fO/fo

9; + i W_

'ft i tw
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.1 K I
w

= ¡Pc/Pc

( ., Y¡,r _ W~ 'i -iJ J T
L I 912. .. 't~u. 2.

(30 f:)

So

~
~ -l Tar -I (_ ~ (t-I)).i ~~+ TW~.

In general ~ is small, so

Co cp :: I and .w cp ~ ta 'P = -L
i.

W1r('(-I)

'l2+'ìW~

Then the ratio of the damping constant to the wave number is

I ~~ I =

'?- I
:l

wlk

i-a+~W~
(3. 7)

w/ -ll
This has a peak at /'q¡ =)' where

it falls to zero as OJ -? 0 or 00

the damping distance in wavelength units.

~-Iit has the value and4lr
The inverse ratio 1 KR I is

t( :I
. It is infinite at W ~ 0

or 00 and has a minimum at W/q¡ ': r-%. . If we put this ratio in

dimensionless units, scaling W by 'I we get

I~I=~K '(-I'.

IT- '(W'.
WI

where Wi ~ IJ/i. The damping thus depends only on wi ~ in the

optically-thin caseo (See accompanying graph, p.llO)o The limit of

small ~ is
;. &)

_ w 1+.1 1. If-I
I KI - JT ( ~ (CA.J lf

('0

tp =ií-JL(t:):i r. ~
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so the wave propagates in the - v,-- direction and

1-(
R == _ ~ ( I + 1- ~ 'l'2_1 )C i- w~ )''3

I'Ï i - i..2C

I ~; 1

/0
/0-3 /0-2. 10-1 10 IbOo Úl

Uf9r

Damping Distance

b) /1.": ~ Ie

This is the limit of optically-thick fluctuations. Here

rr(r.) = ~ ¡,~;)3 It~

This corresponds to diffusion of radiation (Eddington approximation)

and has the same form as heat conduction. The dispersion relation
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gives t(ll + 1-2. (_ .& W'J+ ;'dwq;) - ¡ òl fø o!:: 0\ po fo U
where

I

'f ::
:5 K:i~

9r

For small ~ ' the Oth order solution is
:i

K 2. = -r
( ( Ri~)

Substituting this in the small term kLi , gives

so

· K-i(¥W ~ -I' l; w"-)- i'w3 fl 3 ki. + Wit ~ = 0I i 'f PtJ po 't ( t ri/f,)
K'i- w., (1- ~ t;' ~ -- L

- (1 'fIp) 31,2. (t ~/pø) j

1'\ .. - ~ Ll - L Y-: ~I~C~ Jso (3.8)

To solve the general case numerically for the wavelength

and damping qistance, cast the dispersion relation into non-

dimensional form by scaling the variables

WI :: (~) , k'='(f)

Then we get the dispersion relation

L · 13' , 1 1.2 I'W'V~~/"\'2. + ,\.i. I.i, _ I W - () UJ -+ l/ (J" 1"\' = 0

where I J I..' K
W :. W,t i ,-: le

1 I I _~_lvl
() :: - 7 Wo' ~ r\

~ 1% ic"À ::.-- --..
tÐ 'Y

,1.: C l lev

note : ~ cooling distanc~/photonmean free path.

(3.9)

(3.10)
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Hereafter, we will drop the primes on the dimensionless

variables andworkonlywith.díinensionless quantities.

We want to solve for J\(W) 0: I"~ii.'¡ L Ki"

From 11
R

, we can compute the effective -- for radiation

2'6 = I + T

where f = number of degrees of freedom

3 translational + others.

Then
.. terr PoC = IT

po

uJ :a

== (~)

so

i.

¥ef =(~) (3.11)

and the damping distance is

-l ::
lC

-l
l'x. (3. 1 2)

For a compressible gas in a gravitational field, acoustic

waves will not propagate vertically if

v"'o. i.': o; _ 0-.)W L W, 4c.i.
and gravity waves will not propagate if

Wl& ;; w:' :: (,l-'~;" (i - 4Q. )

where ß (i.) d. T
:: d. ~

and (J~ :: Ci-i )adiabatic.

(ref. D.Moore and E.Spiegel, to be published Ap.J. Nov.l963).
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Thus thereexistsa-st-op. band of frequencies that will not be

pr_O-pagat,ed in qan atmosphere and the lower pass band is strongly

.dependent on the effect of radiation since Ýe.ff is near 1.

c) Time Damping

Nowweqwill investigate the time behavior of the sound waves

for given real wave number K . The dispersion relation we found

was
,. 2. ..,('(Yi)i..-i . (Po) '3 0

W - i cr W - f. p; f\+' Cí ~ r¡::

In general () will be complex, W:: WR + ¡Wi' where the real part

is the frequency and the imaginary part the inverse of the damping

time.

The condition for undamped propagation, 0)1 ~ 0 , is the

same as found before, i. e. either

w'*:: (¥l') ~ o; when 'i ~ 0

or

w~ = (Po) kÎo
flo

when W.( , 9r

Consider the two limiting cases of weak and strong radiation, i.e.

'b ~ 0 ~(:.
a) uJ ~ ~ ~ ' the cooling time is much greater than the period.

The Oth order solution,

w = 't Y.i C 1- l

is real so there is no damping. Substitute this Oth order solution

into the small terms in the dispersion relation. Then
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, '2 2.' li:iC
iJ - ,W "t C 1"\ - i (J C K' r -/ ).: 0

whereC . is the isothermal souhd speed, C:i:: fo/fri' The solution of

X 3 + It Y. + ~ = 0 is

where

Here

so

then

x ~

~'A'¡B

A -t8--
.2

r~J :

:t i/3 A-~:i

( ~' JY,3-.e.. b +~
2. - '1 :;7

a. = - '" c."' K ~

b = .. ¡ d- ("(..1) c" k 'a ¿ ¿, 0.

:) ) v, ( :) ) V-i er
A,.B ~b(-ãJ = ((-I)? 7R

Yo -. )
A -73 :: ;. C~) ~ (i + l ~

lL

~l r (r )~c. k (i +1 (:;~ C~;'2)

f i )!l2.

" (~-I) C r' c~

lJ::
-I lf~Ck' ri + t-J- L t

Thus u) is real to first order.

d- (.9 r-i cr -+ 3 Y~)J"
c1.I(" g ~1.

(3.13 )

b) W ¿ c: 't, the cooling time is much less than the period.

The Oth order solution,
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W :: c: V, )

is, reaL, Substitute this solution into the small terms in the dis-

persion relationo Then

so

w~== c.,~2. (I t i (t-i) ~ J

r .. (C.lo( )':J Yit
¡wi ~ C/I L1 + ('(-I) -;

cp = l.1' -I C (~-i) % J
In this case, (t is small so

~ 'P =- l~ si tP = cp =.
i-l-~ c V\-

a-

Then the real and imaginary parts of U) are

( ( If-I CJ)2.)WR :: c: K I + T ..
(3.14)

WI :: ~-I"" c2.K~-t;
Thus the damping time in units of the period is

Wi(

WI .:
2- L (i + (r: ~Y')
~..L "-( .1 a-

(3. 1 5)

This goes to infinity as K -- 0 or ~ and has a minimum value of

(~ 1, ,= 2-WI l'i~.

at
k.. (t. .£ )-1- .2 0- .

The full dispersion relation is a cubic equation for W. In

non-dimensional form
l i:i 'i " i i.

W ,3 _ i () t) I ~ - w 1 Ìi 1"'" -+ i (J À 1'\ :: 0
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where OJ i =- Wit, 1,' = 191( and Ìi :: ~t
and C. - lØ/fo is the isothermal sound speed. The solution is

W:
l-

,A -l 6 \'ah

A-l~ _ .f i IJ A -~:a :):t 2.
where

A :. (_ b j b') 0.3 J V~-. + -¡ + 'i

13 :: (- b-s
b i. A.3-r +-T :i7

\/;)

J

and

P '..1:: - I u

0-2. ..'iK1:i0-= _-'i" ,:)

b :: i~ LÌ\~1''~C3-,() + t cr'~J

iV. Radiative Structure of Shock Waves

A shock front is the piling up of fluid that occurs because a

disturbance in supersonic flow cannot propagate signals upstream.

Shock fronts are narrow layers in a fluid where the gradients of

velocity and temperature are large and where irreversible processes

therefore occur. These transition zones are of the order of one

particle mean free path thick so that the model of the fluid as a

continuum is not valid in the transition layer. However, it is

possible to study the flow through such a discontinuity by treating

the equations of motion as conservation laws and deriving jump

conditions at the discontinuity. To treat the structure of the
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shocktr-ansition, it is necessary to consider, the molecular and

at.omic processes that occur.

In the shock transition, the kinetic energy of the mass flow

ahead of the shock is converted into thermal energy. This occurs

hyel-astic collisions of the atom:(c' partièles'in adis.tance .of the

o.r:der, of one mean free path. The thermal energy is then redistributed

among the various degrees of freedom of the system, (excitation,

ionization or dissociation of atoms and molecules and radiation,

over distances depending on the rates of the various processes.

I will consider only the effects of radiation on the shock,

structure. Viscosity and conduction act over much shorter distances

than radiation and their effects can therefore be included in the

discontinuity at the shock interface. I will consider only steady

plane-parallel (one-dimensional) flow, in the coordinate system moving

with the shock front, so that the shock is stationary.

A. Conservation Laws

The equations of motion for inviscid steady flow in one-

~ Cpt)):: 0dx
d.li dpfu. "G :: - 4

pc., l) ~ .+ I' ~ .. -

where ~ is the radiative energy flux

d imens ion are

~+q
(ergs/ cm2sec) and Q is the

rate of energy input from other sources. The pressure is

J' = ~ pT
for an ideal gas, or including radiation pressure
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P:: ~ p T +ta. T3

where ;Uisthe ,meanmole,cular weight. If the rad.iationpressure is

negl,ected,the equations of motion can be put in the form of conserva-

tion laws

.

i. (ptJ):: 0

d. ( f u.i.tP ) :: 0-¡
;y. LPi.( CpT+t !Å?) + F'( J

= Q

(4.1)

In integràted form these are the Rankine-Hugoniot Shock Relations

p u. .= pi t.1

,au.'I+ P = Pi LJ1.+ Pi

P_,/. (Cp i + ~ u.i.) t r- - r Qd.)( -= ti u.i ( Cp ~ + ;. u.,2-)

(4.2)

where the subscript I denotes the state at some given point X,i

here taken far ahead of the shock, x ~ 00 , so F :: 0 .J Y''I
These relations must hold everywhere, even across a shock transition.

If all the irreversible processes, (radiation, conduction, vis-

cosity, ionization, etc.), are confined to an infinitesimal layer, the

shock structure shrinks to a sharp discontinuity where the state of

the fluid is constant ahead (1) and behind (2) the shock.

~ :- i- (r,- i +.2)
u., r.¡ J M1')
TA, 2('1-1)( '; ')( i)
T; -: I + ('ú'+ 1)'2 M I - I 'l + M i'a '

f' i ( Ma.)-==- /-'t+2( iJ~ ((+1
(ref.Patterson, Molecular Flow of Gases, Wiley, 19560)

(4.3)
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B.Radiative Shock Structure

Consider now the effect of radiation on the shock structure.

..All other dissipative processes are lump ed into the discontinuity at

the. shack. -f.ac.e.. Thus we assume the photon mean free path is much

gr,eaterthan the particle mean free path, so that all collisional

. r.el~xation p:rocessesare completed in essentially zero optical depth

hehindthe shock. In this section we will consider a closed, (Le.

infinite), system, with plane parallel flow through a normal shock front.

Gas is heated on passing through a shock front and will emit

radiation. Some of the emitted radiation from behind the shock will

pass fprward through the shock face, (since the photon mean free path

is greater than the particle mean free path the shock transition is

optically thin), and will be absorbed by the gas ähead of the shock heating

it. Thus, the gas will come into the shock with a higher temperature and

so a lower velocity than without radiation. The conservation laws may now

be applied at the shock face giving the new temperature immediately

behind the shock.

(1)
gas
flow

. '..
d. ' . ~l-ra iation (2)

Jì ~

shock
face

If the flow velocity ahead of the shock is large the temperature

behind the shock will be greater than without radiation, since the

teinperature jump starts from a higher value. If the flow velocity ahead
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ofthe..shòckissmall ,and it dei:reasesas the gas is preheated,

then. j.ìi$t'phéad of the shock face the flow will he come either

sli.ghtlysú~ersonic or possibly subsonic, and. the temperature

behind the ,shock will be less than without radiation. Thus for low

Mach numbers radiation reduces the dÙcontinuity in the state of the gas.

For..:V~ry strong shocks with very high temperatures behind thein,

the radiation, through the shock is strong and the gas in front is heated.". .,
up sufficiently to radiate. Thus photons, coming through the shock will

be absorbed ana reemitted, and so diffuse forward, heating up the gas

above its"asymptotic value T to large optical distance. Behind,
;'

the shock, the temperature falls to its asymptotic value ~ within

one photon mean free path since the gas can radiate energy to the

colder region, in tr~nt of the shocko

Far away fro~ the shock front the asymptotic state of the gas

is the same a~ ~ithout radiation, since the radiation is confined to

the region aroúnd 'the . shock. That is, the radiative flux goes to zero

as X. -- 1: 00.

The total rate of radiation of energy from behind a strong

shock is nearly equal to the rate at which non-thermal kinetic energy

is carried through the shock fronto We can write the energy conserva-

tion equation as S' ( .. J 'IQ'tclx. t )QLd.~ =2 fs U.S +111 Ps,LL.s

.1, -.3 ~- __ ¡: u. - - I:: u.
? I :i :: t -I Q. :I

wh"ere the subscript S--.refers to values just ahead of the shock and

~ refers to asymptotic values far behind the shock. Gly is the rate
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of .enar.gy.lTad.i,a.t:Lon by the fluid and qi.therate of energyabsorp,tion

by ionization. For a strong shock
2-

l~ ~ fs Us

lJ ~ "- .e LA S

I~ u. ~ ~ ~ i fs i.~

an the ,energy absorbed by ionization is later released by recombina-

t ion so 5 q i. d.)C -: 0 Thus

J -l ¿, I Jq r a. ìl - "' f's U.S
(4.4)

If we represent the radiation leaving the high-temperature region

behind the shock by two anti-parallel beams of flux I=-:t then the

flux forward through the shock is

F = ~ r Q'r d.)G :: -q fJ U:

(ref. Skalafuris, thesis, Brandeis Univ. 1963).

For shocks where the effect of radiation is small, we can derive

an analytic expression for the radiative structure by a perturbation

expansion about the "no-radiation" structure. (ref. Heaslet and Bald'-

win, Physics of Fluids, .§, 781, 1963). The conservation laws can be

written as
rou.=m

YV u. + i:: :: m C i

m(C T +J. u:) + Fy:: m C2.p 2..
and F' :;/((' T. Here, mJ C¡ ~ C,. are constants. Then the momentum

conservation law implies

T ~ -Æ ( C1 -!A ) LA (4.5)
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and substituting this in the energy conservation law gives

u.1o_ .iY C,u.+ 2(l--¡)C = ?-(X-I) F'(+1 4'+1:2 m (t+/) '(
Now at X -=1: 0. the r.ad,iative flux ~:: 0 and the velocity has its

"no-radÜition" values l. = lÁ, , L.2,' so the above equation has the form

I (IJ-u.i) (u.-LS) = k F'f L

where l\
:: 2. ('(-I)

m(i-tl)

Expand u. about the "no-radiation" values

U. = u.o ;- cf u.
so

T:: t (c,..u.ø-du.)(l.ø+Óu.)

= k (c,-u.o)u.o +i(ci -;zu.ø) dl)
= To + ó T

( Ll - u.i ) (u. - LA:i ) ;: (l.o - i., + 6~ )(u'g¡"l.i + á'LA )

= (u.o-u.,

and

so the first order equation is

( 2. LLo - i. i - U. 2. ) d u. = k' fy- (To)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

The radiative flux plane parallel flow, assuming local thermo-

dynamic equilibrium, is given by the expression

F'i Lt') =.i (J C S 1: T 1l E,. (t" - t") d. 't ¡
co -ø

- f i ~ f., (''/- t") d. t" Jthen ~
F'( (1: "- 0) = 2.(S (-r If f~:i (7:- -CI) d. 1: i

-coo ' ~ /
_ T, i. r C1. (~..i-l)dt' '- T -iIiJ £1 (7:'- r) cL!' J1: co
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so

b ~
r ~ ('I) ol)L -: - Cn+I (y.) IcL0-

F; (1:: £. 0):: - 1,d" (Ti.1/ - i- It) £ 3 ( I t"i)

ø i ..I I
P., r-7:;¡a) :: :i cr ( ~ L/ S f). Ct.., ) q,'t"

+I: (F~ Ci:-t')J.'-:T,~ (t, (t"~i:')d.i:'J
o

:: - i r: r. '1."l - T/" ) E, (I 1: I ) ·

and

and

Thus

F;c) (1:) :: - 2. cr C T~~ - T, *) £3 (/'I: i)
(4.9)

note: the flux is always in the direction of - T

so
dtJ(1:)= - ~ciK - (7: _T.li)£, (11"1).2t.o.U,.U2, 1:3

Thus the first order corrections to the velocity are

dlJ(t¿,O)= - iO"~ (Ti.'f_r;ll)S:'J(I~I)l.i -lAi,

¡lÁ(-t~o)= + ~~:'1 iT')~-i,Lf)¡;J (11"1)
(40 lO)

The temperature correction is given by

J T -: (c i - i. L.o ) d i.

where c, ~ t.1 +!LI'

Ahead of the shock

/I i.) y p. / so 0 u. 'l ;: 'l Piw.1 (I ~ti (I f and t? I

Thus ahead of the shock C, - 2. U.O -: c., -2. l., ¿, 0

Behind the shock C, -2 i." :: C1 - 2. L.2.

so ó T ;; Q.
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and
u.i ( 2. )

u.z:'-¡ ¥..i+~
i,~ t -I Itu.i

SO C1 - 2u. ~:: u.i + p,'u" - 2. i.1 Yll - ('f I)M~

i' (-L + I -:J 0'-: _ 4 )
=..1 PIiJI~ ?r'¡1 (~l-I)M~

.. i i r-.J..-: -'-' - 2 .l _ LI -)- i.1 \VM- -i v ( M..Df'i 0+1 ;("¡I) i
(i-i.l. - :3r-\ -L)=- u.i L )'+1 tr('r.¡i) M-:

Thus

efT (1:?0) 'a

L T(~LO)~O

The temperature is rounded off for a weak shock and peaked for a

str
g T L L .c 0) = 2 (J I( u.i (i - ,t'M ,.) 1; - "r'l /:~ ( i r i). 'i u.i-i.i.

¡T('l~O)~2.crku.lt'-'j - 3(-1 ) -,'l_Í¡¥ f,(It'I)ò'.¡1 (t+i))'/'~ u,-L4i
(4.11)

For an infinitely strong shock the rise in temperature behind the

shock . :3 -y ~ I' h' . fis n _ times t e rise in rant.
+ -yo

E'ri eX) "V eX jO' 'l ~ QONote:

These distributions look like this:

u. t ._-- - - ~ ~ - -1- _ __ __ weak shock

-- 't
T t

d --
.- ". .R

..

-'- - -- - - -
). r
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'- -

t---
strong shock

u. t

.. .. .. .. ..

T l'

~'r
where the decay distance is of order i-: I , i. eo one photon mean

free path.

The condition that there be no discontinuity is

- 6 u. (0_) -+ cf u. (01") ~ LL i - Ui.

or -¡'/-T"I
2,.11/ '2 i - 'i LAv li\ :: ""1- ':

U,i - L.-i

or '2

., I( Ú41 - U~)2cJ ~ ~ i.
í~ - T,

Use T =- ~ eei - u.)u.

and scale the velocities by C i ~ u., (i + ?I'M i.). Then the condition
i

for no discontinuity becomes

6

k*: ?-o- I(C,. ;:
R'l

i.
(u.i-Ui)

~3."l (i-u.if- u.; (/-U.,)J.J

(4012)

This is the condition that the flow ahead of the shock becomes sub-

sonic on preheating.

We can obtain an approximate solution for the structure of

shocks with large radiative effects and gain a physical picture of
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the:iadiativeprocesses occurring-in a shock transition by constructing

._a,.cr.ude...model...,. As.sumethataway from the shock all. quantities change

.slowly, while just behind the shock face is an op,tically,-thin region

.o.f_rap.id ,change in which absorption can be neglected. The basic con-

servation law is
(u.-u.,)(U-U2.)= K FV"

where the radiative flux is

F, = 2cr L.(T' E. (T-T') tiT' - rT"E.. (T'-'!) ..T' J
and

01 Fr _ y.;r (£ T ~ - J )

(I - 1\

J:: l rrY £, (11:-1:11) d. 7:
~oo

Away from the shock, we expand T'l in a Taylor series about the

point 'L , carry out the integrat:Lonexplicitly ,and keep only the

lQwest order term

F. :: -or

I b a- T:) d. T
3 elt"

since all higher derivatives are small. This is the Eddington approxima-

tion and is equivalent to expanding the distribution function in Legendre

polynomials and neglecting the second anisotropic term proportional to

1.:'2 (~ e). This approximation will hold where the distribution of

photons is nearly isotropic, i. eo away from any disturbance. It thus

applies ahead of and far behind the shock. In the shock transition

layer, the region of rapid change, we neglect absorption in the equa~

tion for the flux, so d.Fr :; Lf(j T~= ~~ I) 'l (Ci - u.) ~
d. t' ''i
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and we use this relation in the cons.ervation law differentiated

to -¿ .with respect We get the following set of equations:

eLl) _ 3 R." r (tA -Ill) (u. -u,J J
-a --lløcrK.l U"tC¡-LL)3(CI-2i.)

away from
sho ck

d. t.

d. r:

..
i.

4 cr K r u If (c., - Lt) , J
Rlf L.2 LA -LL.- l.2.

shock
transition

layer

where the reduced optical depths are

1:11
'3 F? If 1:~ Go

1(, cr K. c¡

"

1:= t. (J l' C, t"
I~ Jl

Eddington

shock layer

First, note that since these are both first order eq~ations

--
with different expressions for the derivative, the slopes of the

solutions will not in general matcho We do not have the usual kind

of boundary layer problem, for our solution will be continuous but

only piecewise smooth. Because the shock layer solution is valid
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onlyat.small optical depths, (it does not tend to the asyrptotic value

u.2.) ,.,yet does not fit smoothly onto an Eddington solutiòn, (that does

go to Llias L ~ +00 );the -solution of the model is not unique. The

switcliov:er from the optically-thin to the Eddington approx4nation may

he. done at any point, giving a whole family of solutions corresponding

to different radiation strengths. Another physical condit,ion is

necessary to choose a unique solution and + will use the condition

that the thickness of the optically-thin region be one in the r~d\iced

~, .optical depth, l.

Second, the parameter determining the importance of the radiative

effects is

k* :.

Iø

2d-(r-l; c,
f, L., (Y+I) Rl.

-37( '(-1)( J)l. u.r
:2,7)(/0 ¥+I 1+-(fi1~ 7f

since C :: U + ~ - u. (i + ~M ~ )i I Pi u.i - I or. -
,

The independent variables

1:', 1: 1/ are reciprical in their dependence on the shock velocity u, .

will be of thickness 1 in
i

1: which is of order

(shock transition layer),-b rU, in , while the

For a strong shock, the region of rapid change,

extent of the diffusion region ahead of the shock will be of order I in"í" lo ~l. which is of order u. in l. ,
I

Thus the radiation can diffuse many

photon mean free paths away from a medium strong shock.

Third, for ,,*"-7 0 , (.J) -r 0shock layer
so LL:. constant in

the transition region, while in the Eddington region of the shock

( cLu. ).d.:I:" Eddington'-- 00 unless u.:: U, or u'2' Thus we recover the
"no-radiation" solution. On the other hand, for K;* -JOC ,

(~~ ) Eddington -. 0 and (1~) shock layer -¿ 00 , SQ there is
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.an.extremelYu,sharp transition, at the shock hut no diffusion taiL.

The co,nseauences ofoutumodel .are explicated 
by makin~ the

_additio.naL-appro04imationof",expanding the veloc.ity.ahout soie constant

_me_. :value, in each o.f, the regions of the shocktransi tionand linear-

iz.ingtheexpression for the ,derivative d.1)
d. t" ,0

Ahead ,of the shock,

uZ,ne l,..expand ...ahout LL, ; just behind the shock, zone 2, expand

aliout U:: ~ (u.i +u.), further behind the shock, zones 3 and 4, exp¡:md

,about U-z.' Zones land 4 are radiative diffusion regions and zones

2 and 3 are the optically-thin shock layerso

CD ~ø \ G) G)i

i

,
i

U;

I

i

l
l-

I

¡

l

L

i

I

i

1:=0
;i t'

Zone l, ahead of the shock:

Use the Eddington approximation and expand

Ll :. /Ji + u.*) LÁ:*' L. 0

so
d.u.~
d. r"

u.:--::
Ai

A ': u.; (I-Uti (21), -I), u.,-u':i
where

Ic: ~4 J

u.i - LL.2
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The asymptotic velocities satisfy the conditions

I -I v
~ :: (I + v M.. ) ~.. ~..c, Q I - ò'll - 2-

_Ll:i _ _'6 L (r-I)MI'I+2. J' c: J. 0. M ;: 34'-1.. 'fØ" ~ ~ '( (3-"t)
c, - ?It) Y M ~ .. I '.r 2-

Thus ahead of the shock

ci u.~

d. t""
i

u.= u.i- 0(

¿ 0

-31:/,,, KlfA i

e

and the temperature distribution is

~;I/ :: (i -2U., + ~ ¡ u.~ I) ~~ìi "7 a

T = U, ( 1- 1.1 ) + 0( i (:i. U1 -I ) e -3't ¡,~ K~A ¡

Zone 2, just behind the shock face:

Use the optically-thin approximation and expand- -iu.::U+i."I ¡¡ :: -i (U¡ + u.-¡ ) 1 I. ~ ¿, Q

so d. u. "I A:z- 8:2~
cl 1:1 - u...

where

A:2 =
-tt ( - /U. l-lL

13;2= 4 iJ"j (,- ¡¡)' (" l. - J)

and
\

c: i ('t + "M'" ) 'l ~-l
ei = ~ I +~.. = ~ - :l

i

Thus just behind the shock

d.u.* L. 0
d. 7:1

..:: (1-2lÁ-¡:2læl) ctu.: ~Od:r' 'a.tz
1:+0("'= -h. LA,,-"B:iLL*-A"'lh (Ai- 8"U:)J

lll' B"
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~Zon-e 3, behind the shock:

Use the optically-thin approximation and expand

11 ..
u. ~ U-'L+ u.) i; ~ 0

so

13:) :.

13) ~ 0

~~ · - (,43+ BJu!)
lL~ (,- U- )'7

Ai:.t 'a '" 0
l.1 - i.i.

u.:' (1- LAa,r r. 7 .1
(IJ, -i.'a~'1 LtfU, (,-2.IA:i) -3l.i. (1-3' ua); )0

for L. i.1 c.1-2.U2.)- 3i.i.(1 - ~ u"a) ,/0

where

since

or u.", =++1 (('(-I)M~+~-J c( r ¥+7 - '/t1~JC1 Q ò'M~+1 Lò'tIS-I"f/M~

h. h 1 . f d f M.. I d I ~ "( ¿ £.w ic is a ways satis ie or ~ c. an, - - 3

Thus behind the shock, for tA near U. o¡

01 i;* ¿ 0

d.:i" 
i 

():3 _ 7: 1. K* I3J
U. : u"2 + B e

i
- .&

ßJ

and the temperature distribution is

cLT -# cll.~.!' ~ Il M'2", 3t-1
d.1;/:: (1-2i.i-2U ) a.r/ ~ 0 A'il I) 4'(3-Y)

( 003 -1: 4K'¡S A)-T .. ~ + (,- 2. U:2 ì -a e ~ - 63 .

Note, LA and -r cross their asymptotic values u.~ and 1'J at some

~Lfinite depth This result is due to the neglect of:absbrption

in Zone 3.

Zone 4, far behind the shock:

Here use the Eddington approximation again and expand
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U. :. !.a .¡ u.'" J u.ll;; 0

so cìu.*

it'll ':

u.'"

'"lt
~ (1- /J'I)l (1-2U.,,)

lAl - i. 'a

where
Í\i. =

Thus

and

d.u.* C. M2. ~ '31-1
d.:!:" II ~ 0 ., Ò' i";"( (3 -"" )
d. i : C I-~i... - :2 LA"') ~lA~ ,. 0

cl t' 'I cl i:-
u. = /.a + 0( i. e +3i-Ar. j(-lA If

T=T2,+ (1_.iu.:a)eile+3t'/it. K"'A¥

Therefore there exists a radiation diffusion region behind a shock
3 '(-I

only for weak shock where Ai. "0 or M~ "' r(3-Y) ·

i 2. 3 ~"l
We now determine the integration constants 0( ) ex J ()) i- by

applying the Ranhine-Hugoniot relations at the shock fáce. The radia-

tive flux is continuous across the shock face and so drops out. Then

2. \)1. 'a_
Ms:: C:"' = :iT_ - ~C~~J

u : U. -0( i ~ i::: ii + (2. U. l -I) 0( I- -
¥-J 1. t () :i ìt

u.+ = '1+1 u'_+y+i i-/.. =y¡ - IJ_

T.i :: T_ + 2('(-/) (LA ('t+ i) - ¥)T (~+ i)" -
where the subscripts S - , -+ signify value at, just ahead)and just

_L i
behind the shock face. First we determine '" , which sets the scale

for the whole structure. For strong shocks Zone 3 reaches to the shock

face and for discontinuous weak shocks Zone 4 reaches to the shock face.

In both cases
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i + :: T" + (i -.2 lJa )( ~+ - U".)

~~IJ - U. +CX'lA + = -r i

so we have the condition

;" + Ci-2.LÅ:¿)(:+~ -u.I-l.2.+OC')

_ ( ) i :2(~-'J ( )- r; + '2 LA , -, ol + ( l"+ t )'~ ( '( + i ) ( t. ,- 0( i ), - 'K

This reduces to

L -:Y J'"') _J rU., + lJ - - J = Ut -+ lÅ.i - -V+iøC.. l ~I ;¡ ;;, r¡'

But, I. __ u, + lJ,. _ 'tIJ 4 - ~ thus 0( i is undetermined. This

indeterminacy is the specific realization of the non-uniqueness of

the solutions of our model due to the arbitrariness in joining

solutions from different regions.

For continuous weak shocks, MS~ I, sO T_': Tf and

l._ : u.., , we have

T., =1.1 +(I-.2u" )(u.i-Q(I-U.:; )=1_

= -r +(:2 u.,-I)c:'
so

0(' =
U.I-~
~ .2

Here c( i is determinate since the Eddington regions join onto each

other smoothly at the shock face.

If we choose an
IeX we can get u. _ and therefore l.+ and

so determine

.

u. J
Cl

.

where LL~ is the velocity at the front of
-

Zone .j For Zone 2 we have

0("': 4~*8~LA1.-13aU.: -A¡'lh (A:a-13~ u.: J
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so t" :: J (13 Cu... .. u!) _ A I (A ~- B~ u~ )Ji. K.a~ 2. 0 2. l' A2.-ßi. u.t
For Zone 3 we have

c:~-AJ
tA, -= l.:i + 13. J

so

~í ~ Li.~ -Uz) 83 +,.3
so

I A.3 )( -4 K.*ß3) .u.:. Li.~-Uo - - J - e +Uo ·ß,

And, for Zone 4 we have
'i

lJ, ~ IÁ~ + 0(

so
) ( .. 3 tlÍl, K1f,4 )(. = (L. i. - iJø ' - e "l + u.o

Thus the solution of our linearized model is:

Zone 1
i e-3t'/itøK*A1

tÁ ~ lJ1 -0(

_ +C2.l. _1)0(1 e-3t///¡ ~AiT- 1' I
Zone 2 (A l3 tL )l

t'::-i rS.illA:-(,*)-A-i1y¡ ;-,; i. JLIK*~1 L ,&- & 0
wht l.*.i.-rx a. ï=U.LI-l.)

Zone 3 A lo Kit 13 'i)
lÀ=tJo+(u.~-U-- t)(i-e'" J

fA i. KII ¡; 1-, A ')T:a 7,2 + (1-1LA..) (u.o -1... + ~) e'" 'J --9 J

Zone 4

l. :. U.O + (u 2. - U.C )( 1- e 37:/¡¡, K.*!ìii)

31: j¡ /p k.* If .

T :: /2, +(1- 2. t... ) (I,ø ..\.:¡ ') e 11
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This,linear,ized...indel.indicatesthe.basic ,features of radia-

tiveshockstructure. _First, tliemagnitude of tlieradiative effects

is determined by the parameter

( .. )' 3
k'l== 2.71. 10-37(1-1) '(/', ~/;$ i ."1+1 (yM,) pi /J,

Second,. for. strong, shocks there is a temperature peak behind the

shockwmch is caused by the radiative pre-heating of the gas in

M.. (3/-/)f:r.ont of the shock. For weak shocks, i L /'r(3 -'I)' the

radia.tionsmooths out the discontinuity and for weak enough shocks

reduces the velocity in front of the shock to subsonic values l thus

making the structure continuous. Third, the structure ahead and

behind a shock is asymetric for strong radiation since 
the radia-

tion diffuses out ahead of the shock while the temperature peak,

being optically thin, is rapidly cooled by radiation. Fourth, as

the shock strength increases, for gi:\en radiation strength, the

shock structure becomes narrower since A decreases.
,

A numerical integration of the basic conservation law

(lJ-u.,)((L-uJ=k' Fy has been done, (using an approximation for the

fi. -functions), by Heaslet and Baldwin, Phys. of Fluids, .2,

781, (l 963). Their results are given on p .136.

We observe that the exact radiative structure is qual ita-

tively the same as that given by the perturbation expansion for

weak radiative effects and our crude model for strong radiative

effects.
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C. Optic.ally Thin Systems

If the system through which a shock front moves is optically

thin, then the radiation from the hot gas behind the shock is not

uahsorbed bythe,gas-ahe.ad of the spack, the unshocked gas will not

he. preheated .and the temperature behind the shock will fall below the

value it would have without radiation. In order for the pressure

behind the sho.ck to support the momentum of the inrushing gas

the density must increase as the temperature falls and by con-

serva_tionof mass the velocity will falL. In this case the radia-

tion ac.ts.as a heat sink and can be included in the energy conserva-

tion equation in terms of the total rate of energy loss J q., d."

rather than ,in terms of the flux. (Ionization and dissociation act

in the same way. Here thermal energy is converted into potential

is the number density of electrons or ions and

charges and r Q L d.x '= uni. X

~

, whereenergy of the separation of

h. .i. is the

ionization potential.)

For a strongly, radiating shock in an optically thin medium,

the temperature behind the shock will fall to its value ahead of

the shock, (isothermal shock), and the main effect of the radiating

shock will be to greatly increase the density. For a strong shock

the conservation laws become approximately

f2.
U.Z ~ pi u.,

i.
J? o¿

z Pi (, l

and i; :: -l
= R = R-

ti Pi-
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Thus
P 2-

f2--f,2- ='6 JL :: f Õ (~) .: P tM"2Pi c'- i C. I I, I
whi.ch..can.._ge,tverylargefor hi.ghMach number. (ref. W.Sargent, thesis

Unix. of-Manchester, 1959.)

To consider an optically thin medium, (which is equivalent to

a system with a heat sink), we write the conservation laws in the form

f~ :: pi u.1

.ft)"J.. e = fi u.~ + p.

p u ('(~i R i;. ~ IÅ~) + r q rJ t .. PILLI (:-1 RT -+-I LJ ~ )

where Q is the rate of energy loss from the medium per unit volume,

and

r!l d. - (.9 -' ft _It - ( Q _Itpu. X- - ~ P Ll cLt (L - ) 7' ci

is the energy loss from the medium per gram.

To find the relation between the asymptotic states far ahead

and behind the shock front, non-dimensionalize the conservation laws

in terms of the values ahead of the shock:

V -: Ll
LLi

:: Pi- ?
f

g:: ~
1j

d;: ,l~1

so i:z f? :i
f u.') + P-¡ -r = fi A 1" + ti Lti

t ß. T + i. u." + S Q d)L :: -r Jl 1' +-l l. ~r: ¡U 2. P u. ì'- l ..i
become Pi R 1' e ,. t: I~ -I

pi LA ~ V + -ä lJ-; -: = fi tJ I + I';¡ i

i RTi e -r -. u.~ 1f~ + SQ d:t -: 1:1 1L li + l u.~'( - I Ó lJ I Pi lL¡ J.i
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Dividing the first by
'i

fi l., and the second by

..
l) I gives

e _
dI((-I)I1~

V +.. -l : + ..V '(dl1-i ~ M'1I I
+ -l -i fQd't _ ':2 V + p, u.~ - (if- I ì M ~ -t .L

1.

so . e :. d V ( i + ò' M ~ - ¥ M ~ iJ )

and
-.. '/+1 V'2..1. (,.... )v _(.. +-- - S Q- d.~) = 0
:2 '(-I -i ò'-I ' T ,(M~, C;¡ (r-I)f1 ~so V~

V, ¥~, (i l- ~'NJt ~ ~.( i~ ¥~S-.i( ~':, )(~ ~ (y~I)f'; - J q ¡J J

and

C J;: L ( i - *~ roo + 2 ( "¥". i) ) q & tJ

Thus

v = t~ I C 1 + -)~ :t (1- k~ )
2M;(If":I)fQ~t.

i -+ ( 11 ~_i) 'J J (4014)

where fa- ~x: ~ S (qlplu-3)dt :: t,lu.i"l r Q d. t' is the rate of energy loss

from the medium, scaled by the rate of kinetic energy input. The (-)

sign corresponds to states behind the shock and the (+) sign to states

in front. Thus a heat source (- q) causes the velocity to decrease

in front of the shock and a heat sink (q) causes the velocity to

decrease behind the shock.

The pressure is

p = ~ = 8/1):0 d (i + ¥M~ - ?f M~V )

P,
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Thus

E. =!+i (, + ¥ l\ ~ ~ ìf ( M ~ - i) 7 J (4. l5)

where n = fi + .2f'(' (~~')rQdx. And, the temperature is/ (Ml~ 1)2-

e: dtJ(I+¥M~-Y/';1f):: lV
so

e'=~i)-i ((t + ~ )('(l1~+ i) - '( (1- -l)( M~-I)

-t(t-/)(I1~-I)(t+*")?-2."t('l:'I)f1J~ rQ d)' J
i

which equals

9:: èj ~ + t~"?(M~-I)(-K+*)(1 +?) - 2~~~') l1~fQ d.)f J (4.16)

We thus observe that the effect of a heat sink behind a shock

is to increase the density and pressure and to decrease the velocity

and temperature from the values they would have had without the

energy loss.

For a strong shock

1f: ./+1 (y..?J

'6Ó M'I
p= .. (i+ri)- y+i /)
_ J á'M~ (((-/)(-1 + -i - 2 (I)e - t '(+ I ¥+ i tr+ i ?

(4.17)

where
X

?=(1+2r('2-1)rI)~ ~
I j..

f. = Q d.x
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since

~.cl
-(f :7 0

l+i((¡2._I)£/~ '(2O"

so
~ I ,Ç. .e_

2.

Thus the maximum rate of energy loss for strong shock is

fQdx..l b.tlU.~

that is, the kinetic energy of mean flow. The extra increase in

pressure is ¿ '(+ I
2.

, which is .small. The extra increase in

density is unlimited and the temperature can de'Çt"ease to its

value ahead of the shock.

D. RadiationPressure

Consider now the effect of radiation pressure on the shock

structure. The radiation pressure is P,. ':~ C\ T~ and so will be

especially significant in the temperature peak just behind the

shock. The takeover by radiation pressure of part of the support

of the gas means that the gas pressure p~ = F R. T will decrease and

so the temperature and density will be lower.

The conservation laws without heat sou:ices or sinks 
are

pu. II pi t.1.. ~ i. \:;
f LA + I" = p, IJ1 Ì" i

CY' T -r ~ u.2. + -rr- = Cp T1 -+ t u. ~
Pi u.,

and p= p~ + P", ::
f I~T + ~ ~ T ~

Eliminating the pressure gives

L-
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tu. ~ ('I u.1

t (.2... t' I~T + ta. T If = (:1 u.~ + fi I~TI +i i:i;'+

T -i i. f., - C T i :iCp + 7: lJ 1'~, - P i + 7 ¡) i

Put in non-qimensional form

pi l),~ V + e i RT, ~ +1- 0. i:'+ ell -: fi u. 7 + tll~TI + t ct 'f Ii

i- i~ T, e +.l u.~ v:i + F., ::.. I~TI + k Ui~
a'-I 2. pi ¡), Ò"-I

or i T.'* U0. 4 I ..a.~l
V + I ç; + "30. lop e = i + VMa. +:3 11-. lM~ V ei (., Q'I¡ toi u.i
e +..v~+.l =

I~ ) M 2. 2 a LÂ 3~..I I i-i I I + 1.
Ö"~I)M ~ :i

The significance of radiation pressure depends on

A, e~" t Q. r;q e~ - .. 4. (.. ),~ u.~ el(
I.. p1u.,:& - '3-R ;(117 p;

For strong shocks this becomes

1.'1 ~ (( _ i)~3 7" ('(-11)8
i.

IJ i

Pi

The shock structure is therefore determined by the set of equations

11 + e i + ((, e i. = i + vIM') + (3,V ¥f'10"' Q I
I

.(3 +.. v:l.. fr - -l + i -

(t-I)M~ ~ ~' - 2. C'(-I)M~ (4.18)7: CD
F: ~ 2 0- ii~C~ ell (7:') tJ, (t -1:/) d:r:'- i el'(t)E2- (i-~1.)oll' Jy -~ ~

.. a. -r If (1 )'3 (.
where ß :: El '::.. Q. -- tJ,1 r- u." :3 ii 1"111 _.ii'" pi

These can be integrated numerically.
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K. Local Thermody.namic Equilibrium

We. have assmed that theg~s passing through the shock is in

locaL ..thermo.dynamicequilibrium, (LTE), everywhere, so th?t the rate

'l

_of.emission of ra4iation is proportional to I. .....However, close

behind a strong shock this is not valid. The gas passes through the

shock with the oCGupation of its various energy states corresponding

to.eqii-librium at the tertperature Ts just ahead of the ,Shock. The

temperature just pehind a strong shock is much higher, so that the

. low~energy states will be overpopulàted and the high-energy states

underpopulated relative to L.T.E.

i.
a.

1
i:o..-
.¡
(1
p.
;ju
u
o

number of particles
occupying various' energy
states just behind a shock.

-- -- R.eco b'
-- ¿i 1.nat.

L. -- -- 1.On''-E. --

"t
energy states

The system is not in equilibrium because time is necessary for the

atomic processes to redistribute the particles among the ene;igy states.

Fdr high flow velocities the gas travels a large distance away from

the shock front in the time necessary for relaxation.
"

The actual physical process is as follows: The gas comes

through the shock face and is excited and ioniz~d. This occurs by

inelastic collisions with already present free electrons Or by

absorption of photons. Thus heat is absorbed from the electrons in
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the inelas"tic collisions 0 For ionization e + Q -- L + e +e,

. . the.. initial.eLectr.on.lQses, .the-"ioni.z.ation energy..and the two final

electrons .have ,substantially less energy per .particle. Similarly,

iu..ph.toexcitation, the photons absorbed come predominantly from

cooler.regions.and..so..hav.e le.ss than. the localdequilibrium energyo

For íoni;iation 'd + a. ~ ~ + e, the emitted electron has the low-

photon.,energy further diminished by the ionization energy. Thus

the .tempera,ture of the electrons is' decreased below' that of the

atoms and ions. Elastic collisions between electrons, atoms and

ions then bring down the atom and ion temperatures. Deexcitation

and photorecombination then take place. The recombination rate

is proportional ~ ' while the equilibrium distribution is pro-

,l 2-
portional en, where n is the principal quantum number of an

energy level en -: -2 iT~ ~"e4 /h'2 n 2. , therefore in the radiative

region the upper levels will be overpopulated. Final equilibrium

is reached through collisional deexcitation.

An accurate treatment of the radiative shock structure must

therefore use the transport equation with the rates for the various

important processeso (For a detailed treatment see Skalafuris, thesis

Brandeis Univ. 1963 and W.Sargent, thesis,Univ. of Manchester, 1959.)

F. Discussion and Applications

Shock waves occur in stellar atmospheres of pulsating stars. The

gas ahead of the shock, predominantly hydrogen, is opaque to Lyman

radiation, (corresponding to the transition between the ground and
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the, f.irsL,ex,cited state of thehydrogena.tom). Thus 
the gas ahead

ofuthe ~liockwiLl he heated and ionized. This results in a sub-

s.tanLiaLincr,ease,.,intemperature just .heh,ind theshück ,alld this high

,temar,a.tur:,e..region w,il1beoptically thick in the first few Balmer

.lines..hu:top,ticaUythinelsewhereoThegas behind the shock will

thus. he cooled by the lower energy photonso The main observable

feature of as hock in the atmosphere of a star will be., therefore,

,Lymn. emission from in front of the shock and Balmer.emission from

the back. For a detailed discussion see Shalafurisand Whitney,

Ap.J. Augo 1963.

The interstellar gas is composed mainly of hydrogen 
at a low

temperature of about 100°K. Therefore it will be practically trans,-

parent to radiation of frequency V L Yo ' (except for the Lyman 0(

line), and will absorb radiation of frequency 'Y ;: Yo' .where

h Vo = l3.7 e.v. the ionization potential of hydrogen. However

the opacity of hydrogen in the ground state falls off as Yv3 for

V / V6 ' so the photon mean free path will increase with frequency.

The collision of two clouds of interstellar gas will form shock

fronts and heat up the gas. The greater the relative speed of colli-

sian, the higher the temperature will be and so the higher will be a

typical frequency of the emitted radiation, V ". ~ . The photon
h.

mean free paths in the interstellar medium for various shock speeds

are,
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SPEED T 1'Q.)C e)K) À., (cm)(k.rn/sec)
100 i05 1017

500 5xi06 i02l

1000 2 xl 0 7 i023

(ref. W..8argent,Thesis, Univo of Manchester, 19590)

Theradius_.of the . galactic disk is about i02lcm so the

galaxy. is.op.ti.callythin to radiation from strong shockso

.Thus if two clouds of interstellar gas coll.ide .with a. rela-

tive_ spe.ed gr.e.aterthan a fewkml sec they will form a nearly isother-

maLsho.ck and the main resuLt will be a great increase in the density

of _the gas. This is one possible mechanism for the formation of star

condensations 0

A typical cloud has a radius of about 7 parsecs (lpc=3xiOl8cm)

and a mass of about 400 solar masses. The density of clouds is about

5xlO-5 per cubic parsec and the interval between collisions is about

i07 years. The root mean square cloud velocity is about 14 hm/sec

and the fraction of clouds with velocities of the order of 200 kml sec

is about iO-4 . Thus the rate of formation of condensations is

900 M",)( 10-7.. X ç' 'l 1 0 -~--i3 X IO-1f'" y'r pc.
;: L. X 10-/3 Me¡

:J Y P e3
The observed rate of star formation is /0-11 MQ h, w ich is an

)it" pc3
order of magnitude greater.
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Neutrally-buoyant Time Bo~bs

H. Tinkelenberg

Introduction

Neutrally-buoyant floats have long been useful in the

mapping of ocean currents at deptho In their usual form they

are called Swallow floats after their inventor J. C. Swallow (l 955).

Essentially they are long, thin tubes floating at a fixed depth

in the ocean and emitting some sort of fixed-frequency, short-.

range signal by which a ship, on the surface may track them.

Since it is necessary that a ship follow the float for as

long asa record is required, it is obvious that the cost of

this methöd becomes prohibitive whenever a record of long and

significant duration is needed. Another drawback of the Swallow

floats is that their useful life is proportional to the size of

the battery pack in the float. Thus even for a track of one~ to

two-weeks duration the floats measure eight feet in length and

would become excessive in size if longer periods were required.

A distinct advantage of Swallow's method is the beautiful

detail obtained by tracking his floats contlnuously. See, for

example, Swallow (l955) where tidal oscillations are depicted.

If one is interested, however, in the deep-current transport

averaged over a long period of time such detail is neither neces~

sary nor often desired. For such applications the Swallow float

and it ì S tracking vessel obviously form a far too costly and
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demanding instrument.

This paper discusses thefeasibil ityof using neutrally-

buoyant floats to obtain a long-term averaged view of the oceanic

circulation at depth without the need either for local ship-tracking

or excessively large floats.

~eutrally-buoyant Floats*

Neutrally-buoyant floats owe their existence to the fact that

a body less compressibl~ than sea water gains relative buoyancy as it

sinks. Ignoring such influences as temperature and salinity, the

density of sea water increases with depth as successive layers

become more compressed under the weight of the water above them.

Now imagine a body which at the surface is sl ightly denser than the

water, so that it may sink, but which is less compressible than the

water under the hydrostatic pressure (see fig. 1). At some depth the

two density curves will intersect and the body will become neutrally-

buoyant.

If such a float is to be useful in oceanography certain require-

ments must be met. A float should have enough buoyancy so that it .

can carry a payload. Since the floats are made of aluminum and carry

all or most of their payload inside, an increase in buoyancy can be

*The next two sections deal with the basic principles of neutraUy-

buoyant floats and SOFAR. They are included to provide some necessary

background information. A reader familiar with these topics may onit

either or both of these sections without loss of continuity.
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.,eutral_bu.2aiicL
depth

~ density

dep h Swallow float wa ter

Figure lo

achieved most easily by enlarging the volume of the tube. This,

however. increases the total weight of the float still more so

that another increase in volume is required.for greater buoyancy.

For the Swallow floats used by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Insti-

tution this vicious circle is represented by the relation:

e e: I~ P t 3S J

where i. :: total length of float in cm..

P :: weight of payload in grams.

An obvious requirement for Swallow floats is that they must not

collapseo Nearly all floats now in use are designed to withstand

even the highest pressures encountered in the world i s oceans.

Last, but not least, a float should ideally maintain a

constant deptho Due to variations in temperature and salinity the
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isopycnal surfaces are seldom parallel to the local horizontal

pTane so that the p,ath of a float will fluctuate vertically.

Swallow (1955) e,st.mates the inaccuracy in the depth to be

:t 200 m. fora float adjusted to drift at 600 m. For an account.

of the techniques necessary to adjust a float so that it will become

neutrally-buoyant at a given depth the reader is referred to

Swallow and Worthington (1961).

SOFAR

SOFAR stands for ..ound ,Eixing And Ranging and usually refers

to the system for determining the location of underwater soun~ as

far as 3000 miles from shore. In this connection one often refers

to the SOFAR channel. This expression denotes the surface in the

ocean where the velocity of sound has its minimum.

The velocity of sound is dependent on the density of the

propagation medium. In the case of seawater the density is most

sensitive to variations in temperature. For a typical location in

the ocean the variation of temperature with depth and the consequent

variation of sound-velocity with depth are as shown in figure 2.

'd:zV
( 'C:z~ is not necessarily 0 everywhere).

lgnor ing the seasonal and diurnal thermo cl ines, ~ ~ varies

little at any given location and is nearly constant throughout the

world's oceans. Thus ~: is necessarily also quite constant

throughout the oceans and the variation with depth of the points

where ~ = 0 (i. e. where sound-velocity has its minimum) is only
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ø'l
à%o .=0

Sound
velocityTemp.

depth depth

Figure 2.

Hence the surface ¥ :: 0 is everywhere ~pproximatelyvZ .
parallel to the local hörizontal plane. It is called the axis nf

slight~

the SOFAR channel and it~s depth in the oceans varies from 1000.

to 6000 feet.

If a sound is generat~d on the axis of the SOFAR channel

the initial spreading will be three-dimensional. Due - to the form'

of õvãi
or down will be refracted back towards the axis. Thus spreading

, however, most of the sound initially travelling up

becomes essentially two-dimensional as graphically depicted in

figure 3. Energy is conserved so that the sound becomes audible

at great distances.

Imagine a listener L at some distance from the origin of

the sound. The energy paths numbered 1 in figure 3 are longer than
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channel
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those numbered 2. Since, however, along paths I the sound travels

faster, the energy propagated along those paths will arrive first

at L Energy propagated along paths 2 will arrive later, while

energy propagat~d along the axis will arrive last. Due to the 
essen-

tially two-dimensional spreading process proportionally more energy

becomes concentrated in propagation paths as those paths deviate less

from the axis. Hence a SOFAR signal generated and received on the

axis will appear as shown in figure 4a. If such ideal conditions

cannot be establ ished the form, duration, and intensity of the signal

may all be changed (see figure 4b).

Neutrally-buoyant, Time Bombs 

With the above background information in mind the choice for

an instrument to measure the averaged transport of deep currents, seems

to be clear. To remain at a fixed depth a neutral1y-buoyant£loat
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Figure 4

forms the simplest and cheapest carrier. To use existing SOFAR stations

the float must carry a potential source of audible energy, such asa

time bomb. Ideally the sound should be received by at least three

stations so that the float's position at the time of the explosion

may be accurately determined. The bombs should be activated by a

clock so that the times at which different bombs explode may be pre-

viously regulated. One immediate problem which will be dealt with

later is generating a loud enough noise.

The time element will be of great importance in this project.

The time-lapse between the releasing of a float and it i S exploding

is not only an accurate measure of it's travel time but is also the

only practical means of identifying one bomb among many. Indeed, for

the actual time measurements the accuracy of the clocks is of no

great importance. In order to avoid errors in transport measure-

ments caused by the initial sinking time of each float we could

take the first explosion time as our initial time t, . (This also
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avoids the need for precise ship navigation since the geographical

position of the first explosion becomes of basic importance.) Then

each consequent explosion time tk yields an extremely accurate

measure of the time lapse between explosions I and k by mere sub-

traction. If, for example, one wants to use lOO floats timed to

explode at daily intervals an accuracy of only l% is required to

assure that the bombs will report in the proper sequence so that

correct identification is possible..

To obtain an accurate estimate of the time-averaged current

transport at depth the use of many floats over a significant period

of time is essential. It will be neither necessary nor practical,

however, to make the interval between reports much shorter than a

day. In the first place, any interval shorter than six hours will

yield tidal oscillations, a detail we are presumably not interested

in. Secondly, Crease (l960) using Swallow floats has measured

velocities of order 10 cml sec at a depth of 2000 m. in the Atlantic

off Bermuda. This means an approximate travel distance of 2 km. in

6 hoùrs which is resolvable only if the phones and the floats are

all fairly close together.

Last, but not least, it should be pointed out that the use

of many one-shot floats makes minimum cost per float a desirable

objective. Initially it was feared that the price of fairly accurate

timing devices would prove prohibitive. There is available, however,

a radio alarm-clock manufactured by Westclox which runs on 1.5 vol ts.
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:Intests these clocks ran for five weeks on one 1.5 volt penlite

battery with an accuracy better than:! 5 minutes (.05%) aJid main-

tainèd this accuracy when placed in a refrigerator at .about 4°C.

The cost per clock is $11080 and it is quite easy to adapt these

clocks to our purposes. Cost can also be reduced by making the

floats as small as possible. This, however, decreases the accuracy

with which depth adjustment may be madeo Later another reason

will be presented to make the floats rather large.

Two sources of energy have been considered: explosive bombs

and implosive bombs.
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eRoughto the surface, the spring would open the tupe which would

fill with water and sink.

A possible des:Lgn for a TNT-flöat is shown in figure 5.

float

spr ing

instrument rack

pressure detonator

booster

TNT

battery
clock
ballast

- '0- squib valve

- end cap

Figure 5 (not to scale)

Using llb.c Q:t TNT the payload. 'is still ll.ght~nough so that th~ .

tube need not be longer than three feet.' At the present time thè

clock activatesthe valve so thae:the float floods and begins to
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sink. ~en the pressure inside the float becomes high ellugh at

some depth (ideally the axis of the SOAR channel) the 
pressure

detonator will explode the TN.

Implosions as Energy Source

When a hollow body collapses under excessive hydrostatic

pressure energy is released as a consequence of the work done by

the water. If, for example, the body is a sphere the enegy is

equal to the product of the spherical volume and the pressure under

which collapse occurso

For buoyancy, all Swallow floats have a rather large hollow

volume. To use the potential energy represented by this volume for

signal purposes is an appealing idea. Since, however, Swallow floats

are designed to withstand all pressures encountered in the ocean,

rupture disks would have to be used to allow an implosive energy

release. Rupture disks are made of metal and appear slightly curved

in shape. They are designed to collapse when subjected to a specified

critical pressure. One problem on which no information is available

at present is the deformation of a rupture disk under increasing

pressure; this might critically alter the buoyancy of the float.

The great advantage of using implosive floats is that they are

completely without danger. A basic problem, however, is to determine

how much useful energy may be obtained from an implosion. It is not

possible to do this in aliquid-:pressuriiedtank of any finite volume;
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as soon as the ruture disk begins to collapse the pressure in the

tank will decrease substantially. A 1947 unpublished WHOI report

estimated, evidently without experimental evidence, that at 1800 psi

a volume of ~cubic foot would release an amount of energy approxi-

. matelyequivalent to that in one pound of TNT. Even if this esti-

mate. were off by a factor of ten, it might still be better to use

implosive floats than to make extensive use of TNT-loaded floats.

Fortunately we were able to perform a field test on the energy of

implosion bombs.

The Bermuda Experiment

During the summer of 1963 Allyn C. Vine of the Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution had in his possession several small implosion

bombs set for different pressures. Their implosive volume was formed

by a cylinder, 18 inches long with a 2.5-inch diameter, or a volume

of .05 cubic feet approximately. We chose two bombs, both set for

1880 psi, which corresponds to the depth of the SOFAR channel around

Bermuda. The bombs were placed in the R/V CRAWFORD which sailed on

1 August, 1963, from Woods Hole to Barbados, passing closely by

Bermuda. In addition to the bombs two DePont Waterworks Boosters

were put on board equipped with l800 psi pressure detonators. The

boosters are equivalent to l/18 lbs. of TNT and were needed to calibrate

the implosion signal s.

The first booster and bomb were thrown overboard 15 minutes apart
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when the CRWFORD was 94.miles south of Bermuda. Six hours later

_ a.ta. distance of 176 miles the second booster and bomb were

treated similarly. The signal s from the two boosters and the

second bomb are shown in figures 6, 7, and 8. At the time the

first bomb should have imploded, a ship passed ?y Bermuda and

increased the signal-level sufficiently to hide any implosions.

In all three figures the horizontal scale is 5 divisions = 1 second;

the vertical scale is 1 division = 1 decible. On all figures the

bottom recording represents the time base; the other recordings

represent different hydrophones.

If a, and b represent vol tages, then

(~)d.b = ,"0 ~IO (b)
where (lb) lb is the difference in decibles between the signals

resul ting from 0. and b respectively. Assume that the energy

flux at the hydrophones is proportional to the output vol tage of

the preamplifier. Then, since for the second that the difference

in the db-level betweeri the booster and the signal is 13 db, it

follows that

13 20 .t,o (~)

where ca' .represents the booster and b the signal. Then

a.
b

4.5

whence it follows that the implosion signal was approximately equi-

valent in energy to 1/80 lbs. of TNT. Considering the volume of
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the, bomb, it-appears that at 1880 psi, a volume of four cubic feet

is-approximately equivalent in potential energy to one lb. of TNT.

Figure 9 shows a possible design for an i~plosive float using

rupture disk

float

implosion chamber

bulkhead
battery
clock

ballast
squib valve
end cap

Figure 9 (not to scale)

using the ideas and results set forth above. The pressure at which

tne disk ruptures torresponds to the depth of the' SOFAR chan:pel.

The float would drift with the currents at some depth above the

channel. At the pre-set time theelectrically-activatedva:lve B
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would open, water would flood the lower compartment and the float

would sink to its implosion depth.

Conclusion

An implosive float producing enough energy to be audible

at long distances will certainly be larger than a TNT-loaded

float producing an equivalent amount of energy. However, con-

iiidering not only energy but also safety it is definitely

reconuended that in the tracking of deep currents with neutrally-

buoyant time bombs implosive floats be used.

To increase the energy, the floats could be enlarged. An

increase in diameter would have to be accompanied by an increase

in wall thickness to preserve strength. An increase in length

would be easiest provided that storage and handling do not become

too difficult. As usual, cost may place a limit on the maximum

size to be used.

One future problem of great interest is the tracking of

currenU below the SOFAR channel since it will be quite ciifficul t

in that case to generate a signal on the axis. A. implosive energy

is not only proportional to volume but a180 to pressure, it might

be po.aible to implode a float quite far below the SOFAR axis and,

due to increased energy, still trap enough energy in the channel

to obtain. signal audible at great distance$. Another preblem is

the fouling of floats that are to drift for long periods of time.
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Perhaps; however, the newly developed anti-fouling paints will

provide enough protection for the periods that interest oceano-

graphers.
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Modified Ekman Flows

Paul H. LeBlond

Introduction

This study is concerned with the influence of non-

uniformities of the oceanic fluid (in the form of a velocity

field and temperature gradients) on the flow field induced by

surface perturbations. Stommel and Veronis (l957) investigated

the effect of a vertical temperature gradient for large-scale

temperature perturbations; they found that, besides the usual

Elman flow, a cellular convective regime was generated, character-

ized by a scale .depth i- (L ~ ~ than Ekman depth), the

depth.

We will limit our attention here to phenomena restricted

to a surface layer of vertical extent comparable or slightly larger

than that of pure frictional influence. Boundary conditions will

include surface stresses as well as surface temperature or heat

flux constraints. An attempt will be made to discover the cir-

cumstances in which important modifications of the Ekman flow

will arise.
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The Perturbation Equations

The ocean is assumed of infinite depth: it fills the half

space ? , O. . In the absence of perturbations there exists a main

field ã Ct.) 2:) and V('l)~); the ~-direction is along V

This main field is known and need not be solved for; it is postulated

to have a vertical scale H between land 2km.

The perturbation variables u., tf, tV, e , F will be

of much smaller magnitudes than V , e and the hydrostatic pres-

sure respectively in order to make the perturbation analysis valid.

Their depth scale 1) is smaller than 50m and their horizontal

¿ (JJY. + rf)of the form e .variation is assumed periodic in )C and ~ :
. Since .D c= ~ H, the derivatives of the mean field velocities will

be neglected as well as the second derivatives of e ~eand Vi ~

and d%i will be approximated by their average values in the upper

layer. The model makes use of Boussinesq' s approximation; the

pressure is hydrostatic and a steady state is assumed. . The rotation

vector is in the i! -direction and is uniform in all directions.

. Eddy coefficients of viscosity ( A ) and of diffusivity ( K) are

used in the heat and momentum equations. A simple linear equation

of state is assumed. The perturbation equations can then be written

v õu. -fu-. 'ò~
= - - £. + A ò~fa -a", a ë'2

(1)

V õi. +ru.
'ò~

"1=-.1£e+A~
Elo Ô ~ Ò il~

(2)
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di. -I ~ + 'OW = 0'òJ' 'ò~ ~
~ :0 -- f~

V ~ + ¡) ~ + I. oS = K õi7.s'ò ~ ~ i! ôx. 'õ1!"a

t = fr! (1- 0( e)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

The boundary conditions at great depth are that all perturba-

tion variables vanish for 7! -. - 00; at the surface, the stress con-

dition gives

01) \ = i-x
ô'i 0 C

ÔLr ) = Th
âa C) ~

and a surface temperature or surface heat flux condition imposes

et .. eii CÝ ~~ t) = p.

Eliminating 1".) t and ur from the set (l) to (6) yields

... ) f au- 'fJ ~ A Ô3L.I.m~ (Yu. - Ô~:= - L""~o(l: + 'ae'

_Lm2 rýv) +f~" _~maO( s +A~ai!l, or cJ Ô2'

(7)

(8)

ì.yy:;¡ tv e) -l :æ. (u. b) - S E 2. '! + LmV" J = K ~i, (9)

õe oS b
i7 i! and "a" 

have been abbreviated as S and respectively.

As stated above, V J band S are considered to be constants over

the small depths in which perturbations will be present.

Elimination of V from (7), (8), (9) leaves us with
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tALml3-n t + (L,Qf-Yh~Y)l;tJl)~(-n'~~+~Y ~ +~olRrj e (10)

and

r_ Ab i! +L.e.A~3 + 'LmkY Ò'a + (~rff ..,.my).. J u. ~
L s a~1l ~r 5 a,.o: \. at'

L i. . 7;+ .."\ r " :: J
=- -AK ò +-Y (AtK)Lrn -If + ~ i f-Clo(rr"l S

5 õé s -a.. S â &.. d

:(11)

The last step is to eliminate e , leading to an 8th order equation

in 'U:

(~_~(~)~.¡.t r1-mY:(~)J d~ _ ~h¿ òPJ _ r~ (rf+.e&)t

lÒë.' K A 02 A:aL l~ K ~ ~A a- LAK

+ LrrVt(i- rr'lY"')ll ò'" + ~~~ fi + Y:);l + i.S9~ (m~+.e2)1 U. = 0 (12)
A~K f ~ Ai.K \ f /(le Aal( J

We now introduce non-dimensional variables of order unity, U, and rJ

defined by

'1 = 1);. 0

!~-Ñlfi
The use of -l ¡L for a scale depth err is a small rational number,

of

.i ~ N ~ 5 ) is in keeping with previous specifications on the vertical- -
extent of the perturbations. Equation (12) now takes the form

~ _i.mY(iK+A)N""ò~ +fi-~"(.2AtK)JN'i:£ _L¡'~oCßA fÃ1v~.: _r~ocs~"(im"'t)t

t~!' T -i '?r" t f" 1'( Ø)'I Kt~ if a!J L .,'K ..

*'V~ J :a l .. b ~
+ L"'Y ~ (l-Wlf'l) N~ri + i.mi: Æ. a i./' .! .¡ t~o(rñIfSA~(irn..+t) '(
f I( .1 1" l~ f)r Kf'i N rr).o.O (13)
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E-qua tion (13) will henceforth be referred to as J\ u.o for brevity 0

The differential operator /I can be written in a more revealing

and simpler fashion if we introduce the following notation:

À'"
?;~::

?; r"' (14)

r yY-v~. - (l5)f

P = ~~An
f" k T (l6)

G ,: S~(X A: ('I .i..J.:~)
(l7)/( f'

so that A is now

.1\ :: ìlR - ì. E (';¿~+A)N'¿À""" (1- E"C2A:J.)J,vIl/. ¿ F'~Nr).'_ LG- L~ E(i-eENIo).. +

--l ¿ F' (i + i..l E)..''~.. ¿ G EN' (18)

Since E' , G , r vary little over the dep th N q and

(l8) becomes .I = " , anare approximated by their average values,

eight-degree algebraic equation with complex coefficients, and ~

ÀS
has solutions of the form e .

The non-dimensional parameters (", r , G represent the

influence of non-linear advection terms, horizontal and vertical

temperature gradients respectively, If they are all entirely

negligible one is left with the pure Ekman flow. Since the character

of the flow depends ultimately on the values of E , P and G , it

is useful to know their magnitude for values of their constituents
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likely to. be found in the oceans. This is done in table I, for

A= 1(= 1.02. ;.thisvalue (102) is 
chosen to make. the Ekandepth

ß equal to 10 m, which seems reasonable.
f

Table I
-

0- ..

loglO'm -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8

10g:lOV

-1 0 1 -1 0 -2 -1 -) -2 -4 -3 -5 -4

10glOE' 0 1 2 0 1 -l 0 -2 -1 -3 -2 -4 -3

+1 2 3 1 2 0 1 -1 -2
i

-1 -20 -3

loglOb
:

-6 1 3.5 0 2.5 -1 1. 5 -2 0.5 -3 -0.5 -4 -1.5

10giO p -7 0 2.5 -1 1.5 -2 0.5 -3 -0.5 -4 -1.5 -5 -2. j

-8 -1 1.5 -2 0.5 -3 -0.5 -4 -1. 5 -5 -2.5 -6 -3.5'

loglOS

10glO G- -4 3 6 1 4 -1 2 -3 0 -5 -2 -7 -4

-5 2 5 0 3 -2 1 -4 -1 -6 -3 -8 -5-.
loglOf -4 -5 -4 -5 -4 -5 -4 -5 -4 -5 -4 -5

:

,

- -i G
Table I. . LogiO of non-dimensional parameters t i Fj for some values of

m, b, -V., f, S.
mYE==Tj 1=: ~ctmA fí . G:: Be( S A'¡ (WI" +f'')

.t 2. K Jr i K ...7

A -: K = 10:: .,
3

3;: 10 ;
-'"0(=2.5"10
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Examination of table I shows that in regions where .. = 10-4

(left-hand side of columns of equal logro"W ) only 
scales of motion

of wave number less than LO-5 will produce ê, r- , G with values of

O(l).or gr.eater; such small-scale steady state perturbations seem

unlikely to exist over the ocean. In more equatorial r.egions, where

f is more. closely.ap.proximated by 10-5, larger scales of perturba-

tion (-m ::10-6) can produce appreciable values of E', . F or G.
In both regions however surface disturbances of oceanic scale

(iO-8) lead to very small values of E, F , G, showing that their

influence will be felt over much greater depths.

With this knowledge, we go back to (l8); where N -: 1 , so

that "X" l\ii -= À! , the resulting flow is a modified Ekman flow, in

that both Ekman terms (~¥ and À8 ) are present as well as other

terms. Table I shows that no other powers of À are likely to be

of importance unless one goes near equatorial regions.

If N is large enough so that N/.:;)l (eg. N= 2.) the ì.'

term can be neglected with respect to the Ì\ ~ term, and the corres-

pandingflow is not a modified Ekman flow, but something else of

slightly larger vertical extent superimposed upon the pure frictional

flow. Larger values of N will of course allow smaller E" , P , G

to have some influence in (l8).

Therefore, even though the velocity and the temperature gradients

of the main field may not have any appreciable effect on the scale of

the order of the Ekman depth, they might induce flows of a scale depth
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only 2 or 3.t,.me.s..as.large which, when superimposed upon the Ekman flow,

may produce very_d.ifferentintegrated effects.

Befu-re .we go on to .study special cases it is useful to trace back

the terms. of A ,to, their. source terms in the perturbation equations (7),

(8) and (9).. Table 2 'does just that and allows one to judge, on the basis

of know:ledge,of.thedominant terms in J\ , which will be the dominant

terms. in,the..momentum and heat equations.

A few words about table 2: one notices immediately that P and (r

control the horizontal and vertical mean gradient effects in the heat

equa.tion; that E has a general control over the non-linear advection

terms in all three basic equations, and that, unless A and K differ

widely, such terms stand in the same proportion to the turbulent mixing

terms in the three equations, at least whereN-: 1. rand 6 ,

together with their products with E , control the pressure terms in the

momentum equationso

We will now study the effects of individual parameters and try

and bring out special cases of interest, first in the modified E~an

flow (N ~ 1. ), and al so for less shal low flow fields ( N ~ 1 ) .
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Table II

j\. Heat equation KMomentui- equation ~Momentum equation

(18) (9) (7) (8)

ß
,

). MIX. Mr.'! Mr.'/
:

ìi"'(-iElij(:i+t) MIX + ADV (A DV)/nI)() +MIX (A.DV"M ix) + MIX

À ilNIl ~- E".2: -E:lJ MIX + A DVtM!X oelt +(AJ)~ 1i11 +ADV C.OR.;(ADV¡M!X )"ADV

À'N$E.¿Pli b PRfSS. MIX
- .- -

A"N"EG+L4f _LA:3J S¡+ADV+-ADV (MIx ii~~SS)+CDR + A DV (FRi:SS)~K)+C~~.l A.DV

ÂN7liP- PE ~ J b,¡ h co R. t PR f"SS fl~i:sS .. A DV

-- .-

Nß i G E: $ (IJ DV, 'PRfSS) (PRfSS,¡ Ii 01/)

Table 2: Relation between terms in the operator Jt and terms in the heat

and momentum equations. AnIx. is an eddy viscosity or diffusivity term
3

(A ~i!~) ; Any is a non-linear advection term, im-V- d~ COR is a
coriolis acceleration term and f R E 55 is a pressure term. band S

òe ø6
are the . 'ò)t and 'ò r- advection terms in the heat equation. The.abbre-

viations indicate the correspondence in equations (9) (7) and (8) to

terms (and subterms) in (l8); two abbreviations in a bracket mean that a

given subterm in _/l comes from those two terms in the perturbation

equation.
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Special Cases

1 . Modified Ekmn flows: N ~ i . A and k are assumed to be

of the same order of magnitude and E' , P , G- will be of 0(1) at the

most and constants, so that (18) is an 8th degree algebraic equation

in Ì\.. For the most general case, and for those cases wher~ E, F' or

G vanish individually, (18) is still 7th and 8th degree; simpler and

more tractable ex:pressions in À result when two of the parameters are

simul taneously small. In order of increasing simplicity they are as

follows:

a) E ~~ i, G .c~.i; GE and F'E will also be smalL. A will
still in geperal be of 7th degree, unless we let ~ = 0, in which case

.A redùces to
,,- . J--lì' +.") _ L- =0.l f\ WI.

and the perturbation equations become
d~

-l 'avo :. _ i..e~O(e+A ô~.,ô. ôllu-+l. .. A-l''
u.b .. k~'aas.

b) For E and F' ¿'- 2 (and consequently F' E and Gt: also) A
"' i.

_ teduces to a cubic in A
" 2.

Æ +À - G- = 0

:-
and the perturbation equations are as for the previous set exc~pt that

both pressure terms are in general present
Õ 2-6)

k 'õe"

and that the balance in the

heat equation is b~tween urs and

c) The simplest case ts P and G ¿ ,-1 (and al so F' E t G f c:¿, i ) .

The perturbation equations are then decoupled and there is no need to

i.
solve the cubic in À which resul ts from (l8). One has
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, - ,42-
i /: fA -V =--E A i.

i E'ir+LL=~ À~1lf
K "\ i.

~ r;e :: - II e.t

." 1E"~. so that ÀS ': i, "~ and À:J'V = L 4 (f 'tl) this case wil 1 be

treated in.more de.tail later.

2. . When N is large enough so that NIl~) 1, and E',. ¡: , G are

again .of 0 (1) at most. ancons.tant.,- the degree of A. dro:psfrom 8 to

6 in general and we may rewrite (18) as

_iEC'.K;A )-l" + ÀWN'lr= _i:2. ('2A;k)J_i~ ii'). - (G - Ll f(l-f:aDNllif

.. +L P (1 oj i: l E" )N""À + L G r: N l- c: 0
(19)

. Once more we let A and kbe comparable and look for simpler forms

of (19).

a) If the advective effects are small so that FN~" 1 ,. (19)

degenerates into a cubic in ).. :

)' - L ,*NÀ. - G/i"") + ¿ ~IvJ.O

. This inclades both hori2ontal and vertical mean gradient effects,;

if N ~ 5 it is applicable to C; ~ ~ or r ~ -- or E! ).J~o '/a~ ., S
, G ~ c: ~ gives a pure imaginary ÀThe very special case 'i =- 0

Which cannot be treated when neglecting vertical variation of the

mean field parameters.

b) Another simple situation arises when all the r terms are

unimportant:
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~ ~
rtll¿ilEP ;N.(-,i and (19) reduces to a cubic in À

-i E(itt~A )i+N'ap.-e (:2I1;tt) lÀ'l_ (5-- ~A: (i.Ea~N"~a. .¡'~ CEN ~ cO

.Within.the .range o.f /lthe baLance in this equation will depend on

the values of tand G ; if f :: .1 , the vertical stratification

effects can ,enter for ~""-U" ,r ,~s . The presence of non-linear advective

terms can thus make the vertical stratification important on depth

scales much smaller than the Lineykin depth, r- It. t; J V~ , which is

the scale depth when only the GNi. À:a and the Noa~1l terms enter

in A .

3. Only one of the special cases above has been worked out

in detail, case lc), in which N:; 1 , P and c; ,¿ ¿ i . We repeat

the basic perturbation equations

. E A ,:il l) - ir:' T 1\ i;

i. c-i + u. ':~ ) 'LV'.t

(20)

(21)

~ f" e k ~= -Ì\ e.f (22)

The equations are decoupled; we can solve for e immediately,

keeping only À:. (HL) ~ which allows e to vanish at

i! ': - tO The surface boundary condition can be a specified

temperature eo CC (.e't + Y'~) , in which case

e : eo J.Y. S!l' .. ~ (tf ? +.R~ +'( ~) ~'I al\ :4K
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or a heat flux condition~ Õè) ': ~ UJ(,€"t 'Hf\~) ,
0-£ ...0

e = P ~ (Øc+m~).vp ~ i! ~ (tiL+W\~ +~ ;¡)

I~~ ~ (t..x+m~.¡ 1T/it)

which gives

. .

For the momentum equations, (20) and (21) give

Ï\:2 __ . f (- )L_ C + 7 .A -- (23)

If we want to keep roots with a positive real part only (to

insure vanishing values at great depths) it is clear that we have to

choose different roots depending on whether Cis great~r than or

smaller than 1 .

a) When E ': 1 , the proper roots are

À = rr (i+L)(E:!l;t
With surface stress boundary conditions the velocities are

i. :.

~ ("' L.q (.- +A)~ J Cr ~ CE+ vi+ ~+'l - i Jt #/f¡ (E.t J i. r t, ß' -1)~+ 1- t.1T1. ,Î (24)2/i (E+l)V.. (~-l)vi. U:2A ' ~J

tr. It I ('- L~ (f. i)~ Jsi fJ (;+1)\+ ~+ 1'-lJJ- OJf ~ ( E -~~ J ",~(f- ¡) \'l + '?~ (25)2m r 0:+;.)11. Uiii (E-l)Vi-

I ) II ': V.in which 1: is the magnitude of the surface stress (Lx + 1:~) .. ,

)V its angle with the x-axis (~-I ~~ ) and ¿r is the horizontal

phase angle, (.,'t tYY~). The velocity field is seen to consist of
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two sup.er.imposed . Ekman spirals of different scale depths coiling in

oppos.ited.irections (see fig. 1); if we write 1. and ir as the sum

of two components u.i + iLa and l. + lJ;¡ , we have:

Cu '2+_v-z/4..: I'tJ.vr (fb (~l' i)~Ji i 2lA(e:i)Vi.

'lL It-I ~'P (~ (F-i)\.J
(iA~+-iJ .: ,~ (~-l)V"" 2

(26)

(27)

tdl -I :£ = g (l=+ 1 ')'("2 + C( + 4' - Ti/lfi., iA - (28)

t -I v:OM ~=
i. 2. - (! (F -i/l-ë + 't - I. - -1\ Ii )

(29)

The spiral with components L.¡, ir coils clockwise, the other one

counterclockwise: the direction of the flow at any depth will then

depend upon E , ?/ and lJ as well as on the depth '2 .

At the surface, the velocity vectors of the sub-spirals lie at

equal angles Cllli+ - ~ J on ei ther side of the direction of the stress

vector ( "\ ) ; the components of the counterclockwise spiral have

greater amplitude, so that the surface total velocity vector traces

a clockwise ellipse as Õ varies from 0 to n .

Integration of the momentum equations yields expressions

relating the momentum transport and the surface stresses:

sO A!i 1 C lï i=' T J-co \.d.: =mX=(¡1:1) l 1W'(- f ~~ (30)

r t: 'Ïir~ ë- = M ~ = + c J. ~ ~ + E t ~ )" J_ cp CF -1) f
(31)
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The amplitude is modulated with twice the phase r

1M I :: )1'1 r(E~l) -(E~-l)~ 2-rJ Yi-
2.f(f':l) (32)

and the direction is

-I~ MJ _ (t¡ ~E"'t~)Y.
M)( - L,t+Ë"r:;

I 'K - tJ-1 ¡; ~)~L ~)l
~ C?J+ ~ -l 1:~ )£1: 'r

(33)

.The hodograph of the transport (fig.2) is then an ellipse

with its major axis along the direction of the applied stress; the

semi-major axis and the semi -minor axis are

1M Imax :: I~J E

f2f (E"-i)

and
1M/ wi;vi :: /-rI

lì +(&:'1)

respectively, so that the eccentricity increases with E. As ~

varies from 0 to .2 iT the ellipse is traced counterclockwise if~ -iL'J and ~ have the same sign, in the opposite direction otherwise.

b) When E"L 1 , the roots which make the velocity components

vanish at great depths are

and

À1 =- (If¿)fl (E+l)Vi.

"\ -: (1 - ¿ ) f1 ( 1- E) Ya..
1\ ii .2 A

With the same boundary conditions as above,

'--
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u = B f'-l' (f (W)~ J /: (Ii (fll)~ + ¥+II -1i).+ "f( ~(l.E)~J t. tJ! (¡.)~ tH+ ~ll2J' C~Tl)'1" U_EYI-z:JA_
( )

ir::.1tJJf~(F+l)\~ AÅ. rg(ftl)~l-¥+f~rij'lJ - JlP~ (j.i:)~ ~ (l (l.E)~tò" - \j+ 1p~JJJ.¡i Ci=+ it" ~2A (1- f\ '/"j (35)
We. r.ecognize again a superposition of two spiralling flows (fig. 1),

but. in. this .case they coil in the same direction (counterclockwise).

The resultants of the two spirals .are separated by an angle 2. '( at

the surface, the direction of the applied stress lying half way between

them; the total surface vector again describes a clockwise ellipse

as t varies.

The transport formulae (30) to (33) still apply; the ellipse

in the hodograph plane (figo 2) is nQw oriented with its major axis

900 to the right of the stress; the ratio of the axes is now ~.E

As E tends to zero, the flow looks more and more like the pure

Ekman regime. The direction of rotation of the transport vector

depends on the sign of L~ It d in the same manner as in the previous

case.

The case E:: 1 has not been examined in detail yet. We have

however enough information about the cases E ~ 1 and E ¿ i to

conclude that whenever £" is large enough to matter the direction

of the integrated transport can be very different from that of the

pure Ekman transport.

We plan to study in similar detail one other simple case ex-

tracted from (l8) and then, with knowledge of the effects of individual
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E'L,1.
~I

i

Fig. l. Sub-spirals of the velocity in cases i:., 1- and £' ~ 1 in
!to¡

both cases, the pitch of the spirals of u.,"" and ~:i differ, and for

E :; 1 , their direction of coiling is opposite.

~

E'1

~

i-

)C

t',.

1:)1

Fig. 2. Hodographs of the momentum transports for the cases E? i and

E L- i ; the direction and amplitude vary with (-ex +Yf) ;: "l.
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parameters £, F or G, attempt to apply this analysis to a situation

.ar.ising .in. the North E.quatorial current in the Atlantic. Prof. Stommel

has ,point,ed out that in a wide region the isopycnals at 200 m lie along

the direction of the mean current, which is geostrophic, whereas at the

surface they are tilted with respect to the direction of the current by

an angle of about 600. CMTEOR Atlas).

~ .0- -

Fig. 3. Isopycnals at 200 m and at the surface in the North Equatorial

Atlantic current.
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